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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION ' • ' : ; v ' '

Historyo The demands of World War II reestablished
our confidence in the e.onceptt “Development of the Whole
MaJ2 0 ”, Thoughtful educators regard it as sound philosophy
in a democracyo The President’s Commission on Higher Educ-
ation in;1947-reported as follows:

The first goal ■ in education for democracy is in 
fuli-rounded and continuing development of the 
person „ •.»oto liberate and perfect the intrinsic '

; 1 powers of every citizen is the central purpose ../■
of democracy and its furtherance of individual 
self-realization is its greatest glory*^ / " ■

. Modern educators think in terms of a psycho-physical
. ' '' '■ ■./I:-!". '--I. ;• / ' V; - 2pneness=; During;the- war emergency> building total fitness

included such characteristics as courage 3 cooperativeness,
loyaltyj discipline3i and leadership, along with muscular
-strengtĥ ; agility and;"Stamina.=: ■ . ■ - ‘ .

• This phiiosophy and the subsequent development of 
: the Arnerican educational- system has not come as a radical : ,
departure from ciyilizations and'their culture = Indeed g

■ Report df the 'President̂  s Commission on Higher 
Education* “Establishing the G o a l s Higher Education for 
American Democracy (If471 i Volume l, ,po, 9° '

.Total Eitness defined as the degree of psychological 
and physical preparedhess' with' whieh an individual is able 
to meet the specific- demands ’of life, ■within the limits. set 
by his inheritance i age, sex, and state of health0



cultmres and: philosophies grow together^ ' The Greeks' seem. • 
to iDe 1the only p e s  of ancient times who valued the unity 
of life0 They pointed ©ut the inter“dependence of the 
physical j, mental and spiritual aspects. Their educational 
program^ consisted' of "Music , n  including art and literature s • 
and ^gymnastics," concentrating on; stature and the beauty 
of muscular development = • : ; ; .

The .rise of the Roman Empire doomed Greek leadership 
in educ ation. as well as pdlitical and economic i n f l u e n c e : 
To this Romans physical education was a tool for building % 
great military strengthc They realized that expansion of 
political control depended greatly on the muscular:develop
ment of their soldiers o The Medieval period emphasized 
dualism; the separation of mind from body„ Two misconcep- 
tions>were predominant in this philosophy; .(1 ) scholastieism 
with its attendant glorification of the intellectual aspects 
of life and its consequent negiect of the physical; (2 ) 
ascetieism; - consisting - of an: attitude of self-= denial s which
sets the soul and body in opposition and thus degrades the .- ■ ■■■■.: - :, v . - : ; 3 . ■ ■ . . . , . .
latter>to glorifyvthe:. former :

Prior to ; 19QG3 the extrenB -devot ion to dualism, and 
the discipline .of the mental faculties in Ghristian educa
tion, left very little opportunity; for other experiences»

 ̂Nixon, F 0 Wo and Cozens, F. Wo, Introduction to 
Physical Education (Philadelphia: ¥«> Saunders Go» 1934)
P° 5° • . ■. : r' r '
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The physi cal body Mas severel y " suppre ssed to release the 
mind for concentration and study of the great books. Mental 
dis cipline was paramount= The turn of the Century marked 
a new era in educational thoughto

' -'A Edward I* Thorndike introduced into psychology the 
scientific approach to the study of man«, This was the begin- 

p ning- of a more accurate judgment of man? s heritage o Through 
experimentation he demonstrated how man could assist SV rather 
than hinder? his growth. John Dewey the philosopher, has 
as great an influence on educational thinking as, perhaps, 
any other man of the time« His conviction that man was 
not diialistie— mind and body-*-but an integrated organism 
functioning as an enVirdhmeht, has been reaffirmed through • 
the years. In crystallizing the contributions pf such men 
as Dewey and Thorndike, we have not always agreed with the 
deductions which have followed. We have held, however, that 
accurate knowledge-of:man ia important;in considering educ
ation as an experience:in living and that its inevitable - 

/contributioh to democracy must be eonsidered in terms of 
man?s total fitness. : .

There ■followed many interpretations as to how this 
should apply to'the organization of formal school systems® •

'  ̂Russell„ Wo Fo, Idward L. _Thorndike 1875=1949° ' 
Teachers Gollege RecordDecember .1949. p-. 2 6 . '' v

 ̂Russell, W. F., In Honor of John Dewey. MIntro- 
due tory Remarks,tr Teachers College Record, -December 1949° ■
P. 127. - V 'i : ■■44" : -1 .h:': - : :



’ : ■ 6 "V' V v:; ; -■ ; : ; ;v;: ' V:; :v- -
Herbert Spencer was perhaps the first to classify the paths 
for,;he; However} the most influential was that of the
■ :v .'V1 y-V v: ■ 7 . ;' v - ■■ ;. ' • . y y .Hational Education issociation.o ;:in 191# it published the 
MSeven Cardinal Princlpa.ls. of Education,T! which include 
healthg command of fundamental processes, worthy home member
ship s vocation, citizenship s worthy use of leisure, and 
ethical characteri There have been many other such listings
: - . ... . . .. . - v. ' - . ■■ / . 8 ■ .: -", .. , , / .and -suggestioris ofvwhat the objectives for today’s curric- 

■ulum should, he» They usually reedgnize the integrations or 
lack of it s of man in his society»: If World War II_aecomplished 
little else, it tested severely democratic philosophy; arid ' - T' 
through vi ctory, -Americans are' ddnfident of their eoncepts o

; ;' OBdEGTlVlS OF: CQLHBCBIA C01LEGE: 1; ; . ';: 1. ..

. y: f The heart - of the; Columbia; Cdllege Liberal Arts program 
is imbued with this background» The College takes pride in 
: having; been -one 'of first to explore the new paths of 
the Twentieth Century= For twenty-five years it has exper
imented with the unifying of education. for democracy 0 For ' 
a decade it has aeeepted these paths affirmatively and 
actively^ Therefore, to state objectives which pertain to t 
Columbia College alone would be to disregard its true posi- .

Butts, RoFo, A Cultural History of Bducation.
(Mew York, McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inco, 19477, p« 433~434o
, 1 ;. . U o So Department - of Interior, Bureau of Educ at ion,

Cardinal Principals of Secondary Education, Bulletin 35, A '_ - ... ___    ■ " ^ ,

= ' Objective defined as a precise and realizable: goal
which serves as'a marker along the pathway of desired social
poiieyo yy y ' tyy' yy: ..y - ' .  /: - A t ' y / y i



tion arid heritageo It does not wish to be set aside for 
observation but deinarids a role iri- universal development»'
With recognition of individual differences, the organizat iori 

' and- administration of the curriculum not only meet the follow
ing proposals of the President?s Commission on Higher Educ
ation, but: continually re-examine them for desirable changes" 
in emphasis: \ _ e- / \

lo- To develop, for the regulation of one’s 
personal and civic life, a code of behavior 

; . based on ethical principals consistent with 
i democratic ride alsti.': t'/V'---r :: r
; 2c. To participate actively as an informed

, and responsible citizen in solving the social, ' 
economic and political problems of one’s com
munity, state and nation. . t-
- 3» To recogriize the interdependence of the 

/different peoples of the world, and one’s per
sonal responsibility for fostering interriational 
understanding and peace., t : ' ::

4= To understand the common phenomena in 
one’s physical environment 9 to apply habits of ; 
scientific thought to both personal and civic 

\ .. problems, and to appreciate the implications •
of scientific discoveries for human welfare. - 

5o To understand the ideas of others and to 
' - .'express one’:sr'dwn'effectively o' ̂ \ ■ v; -: ■

: 6 . To attaih a;satisfactory emotional and
social adjustment. ’ ' , '
: 7 o To maintain and improve his own health y..
and to cooperate actively and intelligently 
In solving community health p r o b l e m s \  '

d. To understand and.enjoy literature, art 
: and music and other cultural activities as I ■ '■ V:

expressions.of personal and social experience, 
and to participate to some extent in some form 
of creative aGtivityo ■ - v. . 1

' 1 : : ■ 9° To acquire the' knowledge and attitudes ;'
basic to a satisfying family'lifeo
10o To choose a 'socialiy useful and personally 

satisfying .vocation that' will permit one to-hse-'.'c’̂
1 to the full to particular interests and abilities^ 

llo To acquire and use the skills and habltSg 
invblved in critical and constructive thinking =

1 ?  Report of the President’s Gommission on Higher
Education,' op. cit ., p. -1. : % I :v> . : i: ■' '



It Is the responsibility of the Columbia College .
Committee oh Instrhetloa to interpret these objectives for
depart mental, planning o This policy insures a program which
eomplemehts and supplements the geheral aims* Each
instruetor must present his subject in such, a manner as to
be of maximum contribution^ Harry J= Carmen5, Dean of
Columbia College writes: ,

It (curriculum) puts a premium on t ruth 9 ideal s. $
• and knowledge3 not in a vacuum but in practicalj

everyday life, both on its 'campus and off = It 
.; ':1 regards its principal task as the training of
g ... ' youth for citizenship and leadership in a democ

ratic society. . We. need citizens who have broad 
: perspective / a critical ‘ and constructive approach
;: ; to life, stahdard'S of value by which man can live
■ • nobly; and a deep sense of responsibility for the.

welfare of their fellowsj laen^* persons of
V : : ■ integrity, easily motivated tp action in the

oause of individual freedpm to think, speak, ■ '
;  ̂ choose' and worship; men who are not parasites on

society but useful members ‘thereof, who will use 
: .: • their leisure in ways creative and not corruptive .
' , ' and who will go on learning t hrough out 1 if e ,

adapting , themselves, to Change' without losing 
convictiono oeKnowledge, though important , is not 

1 enougho If citizens are-to fj.lfill their highest ■
' aims they must not only understand the world but 1  :

accept personal responsibility for what goes on 
. therein--locally.’ nationally and internationally0

' , THE OBJECTIVES OF THE COLUMBIA COLLEGE '.
/ -h:; : .PHmiCAL EDyChTIOl PROGR . v-

The Department of Physical Education must be considered 
a part.Of the total college organization; it is an integral

him is defined as the ultimate outcome desired by 
.soeial order or policyc It is that larger and broader con
cept of edueatioh which suggests a pattern: of behavior»
■ ' 11 Qarmen  ̂ o j 0 3 Report of the Dean of Columbia

College for the .Academic Tear Ending June 30,194#. (New 
forkf GOlumbia Dniverslty; Press , 194#), p. 5.° - j



part of ito Physical Education cannot consider its purpose ;;
solely in terms of physical outcome sc It is 3 rather, that
phase of education which; is concerned with activities which
not only develop the hody in muscnlar exercise, but which
promote development of character traits that are desirable
in terms of education as a whole = In a report to college ;
administrators s a committee of the College Physical Education
Association stated: ' '

A well conceived physical; education program of 
today aims at the development of the whole mah«,
It is concerned with his relationship to his 
society and as such with his psych©logical1 - 

i . development as;with his physical growth»
This is afe rely a restatement of modern thought by

physieal educatorso Since the beginning of civilization/
man has always recognized that exercise confc ributes to the
health'of the human organism^ Scientific studies of the
growth of cells and tissues strongly support thise It is .
also evident that exercise develops strength and staminao ;
Ah individual who*' has smoothly functi oning organs and who : \
is free of disease can■confidently“meet the physical and
emotional problems of .daily living; He should also have a
reserve ready to cope with an unsuspected emergency=
Activities in schools which offer an; opportunity for this
growth are primarily organized sports o Game participation

, Report of the Representatives of the College : v 
Physieal Education Association to The College Gommittee 
on Physical Education and Athletics, A Statement for -iv- : •
College Administrators s D. Obertsuffer, Chairman s December

■■ ::x.;■::v: .■ •



is a medium by whicli optimum realization of these objectives 
of physical education are attainedo There isopportunity^ 
through vigorous exercise and intimate sociar relat ionships3 

to develop neuromuscular skills? organic vigor, desirable 
personal attitudes and social standards pf conducto

The need for a physical education program ha s gained 
impetus rapidly since the discovery by the Senate Sub” 
committee on Wartime Health and Education that approximately 
one^third of the young men who were examined for military. 
service proved to have mental or physical defects which 
rendered them- unfit for milit ary duty«, Louis B<, Hershey g 
National Selective Service, ■Sirector had this to say: ■.
. Our educational system must plaoe the youth

who have develdped a perfect healthy body on a plane 
, / . v ;atove,/ the .scholarship giant who in reaching his •
'-y %: :%oal̂^̂^̂^̂h ruined:;:hid eyes, uhis digestion and his . t '

- health in generalo Once we have, set up an educ
ational objective of a well developed body, we must 

. arrange our curriculum to serve it «  ̂ : ' ■"
Training of the body is no longer thesole aim of

physical educatidno Of great importahee is the character
Of the individualo There are far too many who deny that
this is a function:of r physical education« . Many academicians
say sarcastically, that their.losing coaches are "building
characterOther antagonist s-degrade sports by limiting
their interest to isolatedincidents such as the New York

Hersheyj L° B = 8 Selective Service and Its Relation 
to Nutrition, Proceedings of the National Nutrition Conference 
for Defense (Washington, Do Co, Ho. So Government Printing ,
Off i c e 19t2,)p« 6>4 ® ; - •. . .

^ dharaeter defined as the sum total of an individual? s 
habits and attitudes as are expressed in his behavior0 >



,9.

City basketball ■scandal in 1951° Failure to achieve - 
victory or to create desirable habits and attitudes toward 
play and the use of leisure time emphasizes this need for 
concentration on these aims; not the falsity of them« The / 
responsibirity must be reedgnized, hot east aside to be left 
for others or forgotten0 v -1 ■ "■ ■ ■! 1 , : .■■■■■
. This important feature of physical education is
experienced daily by the teacher who is constantly; aware - 
of the behavior urge of his pupils together with the behavior 
aspects which are considered as desirable by society? The - . 
phptii s -behavior is largely dependent on the satisfactions 
,or lack of "t̂  which result from •the experience,

’ For example, a student who ha s not learned to swim  ̂
by the' age of seventeen may feel that it is too late for 
him to start o He has comparatively' little confidence or ' • 
desire to attack the -problem? However, society demands that 
he learn - to swim a required distance? This si tuat ion is 
similar to many experiences throughout life? Completing a 
task with conf idencep enjoyment a and desire 'for accomplish
ment is included in the behavior pattern so vital to democ-- 
ratic society and mental healtho . : ’ : . . 1

- - : General education and, therefore, physical education
are continually judged.by their contributions to the lives 
of students and graduates« A. ; measure of the size of the 
bieepts or the; discovery of a; new ehemieal formula are in-- ■ 
signif leant without consider at ion of their ; effect on the 
perSdnality or society? Athletic prominenee: without: : 
desirable citizenship is just as undesirable as scientific



dis^overyv vitBout' social; benef it ® ' - L - - ' . V, ■
These concepts are diseussed by.philosophers, adapted

by ̂ school administrators and .bb;en > incerporabed .In a -program
It is not enough to agree with otherss there must be stated

' a guide in the. preparation of courses:,#iich will insure
similar direction«>' The question arises: What should be the
objeptiyes of a physical education program? Those of the
Department .of FhySica 1 Education at Columbia College are to:
. lo develop neuromuscular skills

2 o discover and develop physical potential •
3 o determine logical physical limitations of the 

v - ' individual - y /
4 o: develop habits of aceeptable hygiene practices 

v 5 ® develop a knowledge of the physical and mental 
requirements for participation in various types 

; of activity ' : ' V a V - h - a
6 o discovbr desirable information concerning the 

facilities, staff, purposes and functions Of the 
, = Columbia College Department of Physical Education

• - 7 o' develop desirable social and psychological' attitude
as a competitor and participant including group 
.spirit and responsibility s self-discipline3 in
terest, leadership, sportsmanship, desire for 

\accomplishment and cooperation y
" Bo develop a critical judgment of physical activity

in terns of its place in adult life "
9 o develop personal security, self-reallzationh_con- 

, . fidence and to banish, fear and apprehension-̂ -5

Any activity which is deemed worthwhile should con
tribute to the total programo Physical: Educ ation is only 
one phase of a very important social /enterprise and every 
one of its activities should strive to achieve' the goals 
of general education. ;A statement of purpose or function

1 — ■ : - i c ’ , - . ;•Columbia College Department of Physical Educations 
Post War Physical ând Health Education in Columbia College, 
iunpublxshed 9 1 9 4 6  J . • - - . .; v r



■ : : v'.-; " v 1 1  r:.:
by administrators necessarily must be broad in scope if it 
is to permit instructional preparation to be inclusive« ; The 
activity instructor can then be specific, by adapting his 
methods of teaching and content of his courses to depart
mental policy* He can point directly to his limitations 
and areas of maximum contributions®

■ , . h - OEGAMIEATION' AND APMIHISTRATIOH ; • T. \ \

■ Organization. By. order of the Trustees, March 1903 s 
a department of Physical Educatioh was organized in Columbia 
College 6 Prior to that date, a single staff for the 
Uniyers ity gave instruction in Teachers' College, Barnard and 
the undergraduate. College0 The director was an-'administrator 
of the University and held no faculty status ° Accompanying 
the reorganization was the creation of the position of - : 
Adjunct Professor of Physical Education for Dr. George 
Meyland who was entrusted .with the respohsibility fo r all 
phases of the program within Columbia College. The present 
organizational relationship of the Department of the College 
and University has changed very little since that date.
The major change has been to establish the medical service 
as a separate division which coordinates its work with the 
Department of Physical Education, but which has enlarged and 
become all-inclusive for the University. Figure I shows

= ■ Columbia;College, Columbia College Announcement„
Columbia University Bulletin of Informations 1904, Series 4$
H o  O -X3 $ P  o V  O  O ; ; 1 . - ‘ i.: - ' - , ^



tHe preseat’ organizational relationship between Columbia'
Univ e m  i ty and 'the Departments ’There are four major divisions
o f  the pro g r a m : , ' T" / /' ;

lo Required freshman and sophomore physical edutiation : 
v:;: ihstructiono V' -i

20 Intramural sports for all Dolumbia University ; 
y studentso . ■ .... . :-' c
3o Intercollegiate Athletics for Columbia College V:

-  . - undergraduates o- . ' . > \  - .. v : ::y r - i  , / ■, : -. ;d;
4® Required partic ipatidn in an activity for juniors 

and seniors» " V



FIGURE ONE’

; - ORGANIZATIONAL CHART;SHOWING -THE: RELATIONSHIP 
OF THE 'PHYSICAL EDUCATION 'DEPARTMENT AND ITS : " 

V: PROGRAM-TO COLUMBIA COLLEGE AND THE UNIVERSITY
j COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY^

! COLUMBIA-COLLEGE]

;j, DIPARTBffiNT. OF PHYSICAL' M)UCATI0I
6 ' ' '

University Advisory|Division of Inter™) Division, of iRecrea-
Comfflittee: on I. collegiate Golnm--!'Physical and 1 1 ional , |

k Intercollegiate f bia Athletics jHealth Educ-^Service f
i Cblumbia Athletics i •. :v'v;'o,.-<' : I at ion -: I . .j

egiate Physical
Education

Intramural.
Sports

IndividualSwimming | Combat ive J .Team Outdoor j Indoor tional
Games



The "required f reshman and sophomore program includes $ 
(a) a swimming test; (b) an activity three one hour periods 
per week each semester for four semesterso (The selection 
of the activity is made by the student and must include at 
least one combative ̂ one individual^ two teama arid an . 
outdoor and' iriddor recreational? games); (c) Hygiene:S d u c ; 
at ion 3 an •informational course .for two hour s each week f for 
one semester; (d) a medical examination at the Cdllege 
medical center at trie beginning of each fall semestero 
This examination is required also for all intercollegiate ; 
eandidates prior to each season; (e) - .satisfactory completion 
of each course before receiving point credit for graduation0 

At the end of the sophomore year3 every student "should, have;: 
six;physical education credits; one for /each semester com-: 
pleted arid two for Hygiene Education0 >

school ? junior and senior, requirenent con
sist s of; (1 ) twenty-five participating hours each, semester # 
a maximum of one hour per day; (2 ) the selection of an 
activity, the time arid place; by .the student who Is under . 
sup e ryi si on of an instructor of the Department; (3) approval 
Of trie studentts proposed' program during, the first week of 
' the fall semester: each year; arid (A) the award of one-half 
of a credit poirit for each semester completed.. .

The Intramural Sports Division offers a program de~ 
signed to give recreation arid competition to all the students 
in Columbia Universityy ;This is trie only division of trie v; 
Department; which serves the whole University^ .



r . Administration® - The administrative division of author
ity is •unique only -because of the demands on the Department 
in delation to facilities® They are not' centrally located \ '
on the Columbia campus® Figure Il shows. the administrative 
positions and their duties®  ̂ 1 ;•
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FIGURE TWO

THE -ADMIIISTHATIYE POSITIONS 
IN TERMS OF RANK END;: DUTY

The Director of Physical Education j 
; and'Athletics

Two Assistant Directors of }. 
Athletics; Administrators |
: of freshman activities I

The Director of the Program 
of Physical Iducatioii; 
Chair man of the Depart-

x.
sports; Directors of 
Outdoor Facilities

1 I
J - fi

ment.; Director of the
Gymnasium

■ IInstruetional Staff

_ _ _ D :

Intramural
Director

I—— -

lower Schoo1 
Required- Pro
gram Supervisor I

1 Hygiene 
I Chairman

1~

I I
Upper School I

Fi Medical -Swimming
Director



The appointment of all officersj junior and admin
istrative. is the responsibility of the Truisteeso Individuals;
are reeommended by the heads of the department and the Dean
of the Collegeo Selection is based on academic achievementr ; 
previous experience in a specialized activity? character and 
desire ''by the" applicant ,£b:r : a: full-time ' teaching ' career: ‘ b r
in physical education» Once appointed, it is felt that
success will depend on diligent work = The new in St rue tor ;
is judged more from personal contact than through official • 
inspection. By the unregulated process a great deal is ; 
learned about his value . to, the university. The standards 
fo r selection of physical educ at ion pe rs onh el has been summed 
up by two leaders in this profession;. Professors J<, Williams 
and Co Brownell: : ■. :.v

Members of the staff of . Physic al Education should be - 
of a grade in education, training and general culture 
to compare-favorably with other members of school :' ner=iOn:ni=>l,„17 : -

: ' ; : ; PBOBISM ' .  ̂b-.u: - ;

'; v Statement of the Problem« The Columbia College 
administrators assume that the accepted educational concepts 
as presented in this Chapter will 'be provided for, in the 
Beginner? s Swimming Program’The instructors responsibility 
is to present a learning situation of maximum opportunity

• / Williams^ J. F. and BrownellG. Lo , The Admin-
isfration of Health and Physical Education, (Philadelphia: 
Wo Bo Saunders Co. , 1946), p. 235»
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fox student development; within the limits of the c0urseo 

There is· a lack of continuity arid organization ·of the program .-

in action which hinders. its total value to the student o It' 

has been suggested that the reasons for this are~ {IT The 

swimm:Lrig staff does· riot agree as to what the objective? 

of ·the Begix:mer~ s Swimming Program .should include o. (2) The 
. . ' . ..' - . 

swi.mming.m~thods' and s.kills tC!-ught differ according to the 

background and experiences of individual instrtxc.torso 

of the' Studyo :It is the· purpose of this 
- . . - •' . 

study to contribute to tl1e continUity and organization of 

the~ Beginner?s·Swimming PrograB1'9Y developing a teaching 

outline,f'or:instructors·in the Cplumbia College_Beginner~s 

Swimming Program; 

Procedure" · _The met,!J.ods:'einp±qyed in <i.evelopj_ng this. 

outline are: .. 

(1) to utilize modern educational concepts in· 
formulating the objectives for the Beginner's 
Swi.rillning Program at Columbia College a . _ 

(2) to study the ~·present begir1ner~ s swimming 
situation at Columbia: Goll~ge ~pointing .out 
certaj_n unique aspe.cts concerning the pupils, 
the facilities, the staff ·.and the adtninis~ 
trationo · · · · · 

(3) to .discuss contemporary -swimming methods and 
skills~ using as sources personal interviews 

·with Ivy League swiTaming in,st;r'uctors~ .liter= 
ature, and the experie·nce o'f the ;;tut·P,or< as a 
sta;t:r member of tbB D.epartment of Physi·cal 
Education at Col~mbia College o _ · · 

(4) t0 develop the outline according to the standard 
:.fqrm used by the Department of Physical Educ ... 
at ion at Columbia College" · 

· (5) to make suggestions-for fu:r;-ther stUdy and research" 



CHAPTER II

' . : COLUMBIA COLLEGE. SWIM&HG PROGRAM - ■ ; '

THE NEED .. ' . •

Societyo. Educational institutions realize that smm~ 
ming is of great value for the youth of today® They demand 
swimming facilities and the organization of swimming prog
rams for maximum use of their poolso ■ This.opinion is 
supported even by those who deny many of the present values 
of physical education« Perhaps the most apparent reason 
■ for acceptanGe is that the activity presents a life or ; ; . 
death situation o The younger gene rations'-.are almost forced 
to associate with possible swimming s if mat ions during their 
lifetime 6 An obylous example stems from the.. military = The 
tragic ■fatalities during World War II because of insufficient 
survival training were far too many„ Ao A= Bsslinger reports
that more lives were lost in the Navy by drowning than from
/ . p ■1 '%:: ./,- / ■ ;'p;- ; i; . -; ; ■ ■ .bullets o' -  ̂ ; - . /: t

: Cbmpuisory service in ourArmy? Navy and Marines
involves compulsory swimming for our young men =, Fifty per 
cent of the members of our armed forces cannot, swims This 
is inc ent ive enough for a well organized swimming pro gram. 
in the schools 0 ' ' , '

issllnger3 Ac A . 3 "War Experience and Physical Educ
ation,” -Jouhhal of Physical.Education, ToM»CoA= Association 
of North America„ January-February,,1947=



There is no doubt about the popularity of water sports 
for reereatioho: At Roekaway Beaeh in New York City<, sixty 
lifeguards watched over one million people on a hot summer y 
weekend in 1 9 5 © 0 Fishing3 boatings sailing and other swim™ : 
ming sports offer valuable recreation the year round in our 
southern coastal states and.for three months during idle time 
from, the 'classrooms on the island lakes and beaches- farther 
northo in a recent survey by L, Co Adams/ the Columbia 

• alumni reported that this sport was the most popular after 
gradudtion6 It is our duty to provide instruction which . 
wiif maintain for: this nat ional pastime the highest standards

; h Students« The need is magnified by the difficulty 
of the task o' - One of our wo rid renowned, aut ho ritie s and en
thusiasts 5 Edward T« Kennedy? has often remarked that if 
God had intended man to Swim he; would have furnished him 
with fins and scales = It is not a natural activity for those 
animals that stand upright, such as monkeys, apes and- man<,

The youth with whom we are concerned in this study can 
be: considered^ for our “purposes as post-adolescents0 This is 
important because thosewhohave not learned to swim as - 
children uSualiy have- a fixed- attitude of apprehension^ . 
They have read of many incidents of drowning, cramps and dis
asters which have befalien so-called swimmers = They have

” ■ ' ^ Leuhring., F= ¥=, ‘’’Swimming As A Factor in Winning
the, War’’,.. The Athletic,Journal, May, 1942 0 . ..
. ; ' Adams , io CoPhysical Education for Columbia Col
lege Alumni, Report. to. the Chairman of the : Physical Education 
" Bepartment (unpublished, March, 1947) =
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. reached, the' psyelaologiGal stage' wherein attitmdes- for personal 
security are mo.re permanently fixed o Subjecting themselves v
tp: a completely new medium for survival can be a serious .
.threat t© the personality = The pre-=conceived notion of ex
treme danger may be rationalisation for hot having learned 

: jpretiously • howeyer, by college age, , it can develop into ' ' :
extreme fearo Thoughts of facing the problems further 
threatens personal security and the whole s ituat ion can .. ..
become a multiplying vicious cycle.o . 1 t j - y

There is no other physical activity that man commonly' 
indulges in which would teach him the particular coordination^ . ■ 
muscular control or body balance so vital in'swimmingo Many 
of his natural habits practiced for many years are ;eontra”C. -v iv y 
dietory movements in the; water; walking, breathing unconscious
ly , and remaining in an .upright posit ion o There are some
enthusiasts and; teachers who "sell^ swimming, as a natural 
sport for humanSo This may.be dispelled if man?s-adaptations 
, and accomplishments are compared with, those of the mink, 
otter; or seal, who quite naturaliy'perform in water with : .

.; great speed, : a g i l i t y ; ^ ! " c o m f o r t . . ;-
; .The whole: picture of the . beginner must include his 

attitudes, his.physical preparation and the demands of his . 
society o For the pupil this can be a serious situation; for; 
the;educat©r , 'it ■iŝ a; wonderful opportiuiity which involves - 
careful plannings ;;;Specific •objectives' must; point to the 

y education of the' whole student, his outlook, his neuro
muscular skill arb the: social significance of the experiences o



« - Columbia College students are rather highly selected, \
fro-M an academic standpointe They are too often sorely lack™ 
ing in skills anti neuromuscular coordination0 Many are young
er students ;■ found in other colleges and this, calls f or much 
needed growth before -attainment of physical maturity. The 
Department has found that a number lack vigor5, staminaj, 
self-confidence 3"and are too shy. '
, The physical education classes. for non-swimmers con- 

tain a large percentage: of those who lack athletic experience. 
A recent study by the swimming staff indicates that in the . 
last five years 3 the number of students in the freshman 
classes who could not pass the;'required test of seventy-five v: 
yards have been approximately thirty-three percentThis 
is an 'Unexpected high figure for a coastal college. ; For an 
understanding, it has been 'suggested that little opportunity 
for general recreation results in a lank of .interest in the ■ 
miles of beaches in the hew fork area. Seventy “five per ; ,
"’cent, of the under graduat es are from Me t ropo 1 it an": Kf ew York. ;

There is reason to suspect that a personal history 
.of some may also indicate why the re is so little swimming V r -..
interest. It has been discovered that some have had unfor
tunate experiences 3. either themselves or within their famil
ies.. PoOr teaching, withessing drowning or capsizing are 
often the reasons for complete rejection of swimming by . 
students and their parents. For example2 in the nine ;

, Be If it 3 TV Co 3 Report-to the Chairman of the 
Department of Physical Edueation (unpublished3 October, 1950.}



o’clock swimming class at Columbia in 1 9 5 1 $ one member of 
the class whose home is in Brooklyn lost a brother by - :
drowning in Sheepshead Bay 3 New York in 1946«

; v OB jiCTOTS OF H E  BEGIINER’S. SWM11G: C 0URS1

In devising a list of objectIves for a beginner ’s
cbhrse> 'the process Mil be the, weaying of k \  thread through
philosophy a the ob j e c t i ves of - higher edue atibn 3 and physical
educationy student personality and physical preparation^ ,
and the social eircumstaneesinvolvedo The pattern thus
■ f ormed suggests a design for the prog ram 0 The design er
objectives of the activity, Beginner’s. Swimming, have not
previously been arrived, at by this methodo Those listed
below were suggested at a recent meeting of the swimming
staff; with the Chairman of the Bepartment o They should not
be considered as a limited or fixed listing but as a guide ;
for instructorso / ■ :

lo To. become adjusted to the. water, mentally and
,v\V . physically> ' ' ; tv'''

20 To swim fifty yards in the prone position. -
3o To swim twenty-five, yards in a dorsal position. '
4o To roll oneself from the dorsal to the prone 

, and vice versa, while .swimming in deep water».
■ 1 T o :  tread water 0 ; i : t v -■ • '

- 6 o To enter the water by a head-first dive or jump0 
7o To relax and balance the body in the prone and 
y dorsal positions of float ingo 

, Bo; To. practice pool healthy safety, and class 
: : t v' - regulations o ''v" ' ■ tr; . '■

9o To judge accurately one's own swimming limitations
• ' and to abide by them.
10o To recognize the personal and social values of

swiMing health and safety regulations o 
. 11 o To .develop those attitudes necessary for maximum

benefit from instruction; cooperation, enthusiasm., 
patience, confidence, self=discipline.
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: f; ,1 2 o. .O}©; enjoy, swimmiag de-relop an interest in it -
; as a recreational activity ̂ /y-: . , ' 7 /

, 1 3  o lo leam by doing and repetition ©f experience.
14.o To gain self satisfaction and secnrity.
15« To develop sportsmmshipo

. : p - ' .7 : ■ FiciLiTiss v ^

. .7/:7 There am many studies concerning facilities and 7 ;: 
equipment for swimming0 Sbme are published for commercial" 
advert is ihg;-and .oth for educational unde r stand ingc The . '
value of most references lies in the .suggestions for re- 
constructions building, or expandingo It is advisable$ also 8 
to be acquainted with an acceptable plan for comparison 
with present faeilities.0. A program;suggested for a eomplet.e 
modern iristallment will not suffice for;another inadequate 
planto : fhe deficienclê ^̂  ̂and advantages must be recognizedo 
The College Physical Education Association has suggested 
standards for design and construction of swimming pools0

In consideration of beginner’s swimming it is well to 
note something of the slz e and. shape which: they recommend . '. 
The shape of the pool is described.as rectangular s twenty- 
five yards long and any width with minimum provision: for four 
eight.foot; lanesThe contour of the bottom;should slope 
from one end to the other; the depth at the shallow end to ; 
be about three feet six inches = The gradual Slope for a .; 
distance of forty-five feet will amount to one foot increase 
in depth for each fifteen feet: in length» Beyond the forty - -:Faeilitie.d for'-Po ;S.o.f iealthyfidueation and, Redreatiori 
(how York: The Gollege.Physical Education Association^
1.947), p. 51-65. , ' ' . ; . ■ ;



fi^e foot; mark the bottom should slope to approximately
twelve feet at the diving 'area. The pool rim should be marked
at the five foot depth and at the point of greatest depth« 

Columbia 'Gollege Poolo In comparison, the design of 
the Columbia College pool is quite differento Figure III 
is 'a sketch of its design. It is important to point out. : 
several features: (1 )' the .minimum, depth as a student  ̂;
proceeds along the rim from the center of; the curved wall; ■ "
Continually increases,. : The minimum pool depth is at one 
point only in the pool3 at thO steps in the center of the 
curved wall| (2 ) this point of minimum depth is four feet
eight inches; (3 ) the increasing slope is approximately two t 
feet j six inches for a;distance of'seventeen feet. At this 
• pofnt1 the angle;::df:deseent increases to a depth of ten feet;
(4 ) there is a railing along the. rim of the curved wall and - 
'a heaVy bouyed life line connecting both ends of that wall;
(5 ) the pool rim.is edged with marble columns^ thirteen
feet apart and three feet in diameter,, ' :" ;



FIGURE III

THE COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY SWIMMING POOL

—  Z 0

Scale 1" - 5 yds.
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The University spent a large sum of money recently to- . 
reshape the walls in the deep area, to install a new water 
circulating and. purifying system, and to increase the lighting' 
^md general appearance of the pool => The pool was built in 
1 ^ 9 5  s a copy ef early Roman designs and constructed of Italian 
marble, slabs three feet square = It is hardly adequate for - 
present needs> s.; - - pi

In regard to other equipment for teaching we have at : 
present no swimming devices for beginners« The showers and 
dressing areas are sufficient for the number of -students in 

., the required program = ;■1 .;, . /i'.j

> - ' t - THE-SWIMMING STAFF -1 y ;.y,; :

The instruc.ti ohai ' staff of the' Department of Physical . >
, Education is made up of men who have coaching duties in
intercollegiate athletics together with teaching respon- - -
sibillties in the required programo In addition, many have
administrative, authority^ There are five instructors

. assigned to teach: Beginner*s Swimming. During the school
. year 19 IB-$1 those teachers, were tv; •. V " .v' V.

: t.A0 Assistant football coachV teacher; of lif e yb-v 
Saving and; swimming at Teachers ' Gollege> ;

: ■ IB® Varsity and freshman wrestling coach; at ten- ■
. dance supervisor of lower .school required

program, instructor in outdoor sports .V v ' ;'v.
C o Equipment •'Supervisor y.•instructor in required 

; ■ y programo v h y.v-iy/y ' •' ■'.' ; • ■" : . v V
Do Varsity swimming coachy director of all : ■ : ; : .v '

' y V . swimming and the Pool, Beginner*s Swimming and
' Water Safety Instructor. • V y '  V ,

• E. - Assistant Varsity and freshman swimming coach,
. Beginner$ s Swimming and Life-Saving Instructor.



The teaching load in the required program averages 

twelve teaching hours. Under this organization and 

division of responsibility, the two swimming specialists, 

"D" and "E", are the only staff members who remain at the 

pool all day. The others come only for their classes. 

They are trained swimming teachers who have had considerable 

experience in various types of swLnming programs. The 

skills taught, methods of teaching and conduct of the classes 

varies considerably because each instructor has been per

mitted to teach according to his own background and wishes. 

The only common denominator seems to be to gain results 

through physical accomplishment. It is with their additional 

recommendation that this topic is being studied. There is 

complete agreement that the program can be improved. 

BEGINNER'S SWIJYiiVIING REQUIREMENT 

Testing. During the first week of classes, each fall, 

two days are set aside for testing all freshmen. All of 

the students who have physical education assigned report at 

the beginning of the period to the pool. The swimming staff 

gives instructions as to the procedure. Each student is 

given a rating of either pass or fail after taking the test. 

Those who do not take the test are failed also. The 

test consists of: 

1. diving or jumping into deep water 
2. swimming fifty yards 1n prone position 6 
3. swimming twenty-five yards in dorsal position. 

6 Lowe, H. E., A Modification of Physical Education 
Requirement for B.A. Degree from Columbia College, (unpublished 
1946). 
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■ All those who do not pass are assigned automatically 
to the Beginner'<s Swimming class» They must remain in that 
class until they successfully complete the requirement and 
are then-; assigned to . another activityAll ©the r requirements . 
v for the lower school are temporarily waived = At the time. ,
•when the test is passed^ each. student receives a slip which 
is his personal record, and which he should keep« A copy of 
this is sent to the Physical:Education main office where the 
results are recorded on the permaneht recor d of the student <> 

Grading0 Each semester is divided into two quarters i 
In most, cases? all except the most difficult cases will have 
passed their test by the end. of the first year--four quarters® 
Each quarter every y studentlis./ rated--separately -from: one , (low) 
to ten, (high) ® Students will not receive any physical " '
education grade or;credit until they have completed the re
quirement® At that-; time all previous ratings are accorded - 
a grade developed by the administ rative personhel of the : , 
physical education officeQ This grade scale is computed ; ' : 
from a composite of all the classes®



CHAPTER III

BlGiraW'S SWIMMING : ;

: history - : r ; : '

Earliest Styles Man: has always swum. This state
ment is supported generally by contemporary students: of . 
swimming history«, . The records of ancient times have comp
aratively little to offer for an accurate picture of its 
developmento Howevers primitive life with .its simple 
motivation.suggests that bur earliest humans adapted them-. ■ 
selves to the water0 Many probably perished in seeking 
escape from carnivorous animals 0 Some men fell from shoreo 
bthers were seeking marine life for fobdo • Me c e s sit y - can - • 
logically be thought of as the basis for learning 0 Perhaps 
by watching animals crossing streams and accidental victims 
flounder instinctively3 man first thought of a method for 
swimming.• He started upright3 his legs moving as if walking 
and his aras imitating the front legs of animals. After he 
had_discovered how to stay afloat s there was the problem of 
moving horizontally to reach a goal; the shores a limb, or 
a stone o He discovered next that by pulling- harder and 
leaning forward he would move» Thus3 swimming was born =
This pattern of progress is demonstrated by • beginners vho. 
with no instruction or acquaintance with skills* attempt to 
swim during their 'first endeavor. Often it is referred to 
as the 'human stroke8* but, more commonly as the ??dog=paddle<>??



: The. only known pictures of swimmers. in pre-historie
art is that found in the wall carvings of Wadi Sari in the •

: : : ■ : •' " ■ '. : i ", " . /Libyan desert, created in 9000 B=Go
: From the s?dog=-paddle ” emerged the over-arm stroke'

resembling our modern crawl= It is logical speculation to
believe that this was a natural. progression, if in order to
hurry % When the arms-t ired and retarded him underwater, he
lifted ■them:,dut''‘tO:;:;reach'.\IUrthe:rixa:nd::ea:sierV;̂ hea'd.e-.'-.-;Hie

- alternate leg thrashing may have' come as an adaptation of
walking, :trained by■practice alone = The Assyrian bas-reliefs
in the British Museum indicate that this was their popular.
stroke in the year 6§0 0. Earlier in the Middle Kingdom
of Egypt,2160-1780 BoGc, the nobleman?s sons were taught
this same style of swimming = The Egyptians' considered it
as important for military operations and the records show
Rameses II routing the Hittites across the Orontes River in

" " ■ ■ i : .  : ' - - ' f  . : y ' :  - . V: . V ' . '  - ' , :  - . Vnorthern Syriao The reasons for learning to swim change
with the cultures o The very earliest was for survival, then
for military attack by boat and by swimming =' : ■: :

- The Greeks added another motive; recreationo . It Was
in the required program for youth beginning at the age of

Henke, P« Go ,'The New Encyclopedia of Sports, :; -
(N«. Y.o, Ao S . Barnes and ■ Go., 1947) , pp. 904-9100

" ,̂2 - / 1
. ; Uo Sc Navy, Aviation Training Division, Office of

Chief of Naval Operations, Swimming, Annapolis: U> S »• Naval 
■ Institute,.; 19A4« ■ p . - f u  ' 'uy/y:  ̂ ' /'/'■''fv'

CUrreton/ Ti Jr. , How to Teach-Swimming and .
Diving, (New York: Association Press, 1934), A quotation 
from Duhiap, J0 E 0,•Spr ingfleld Sunday Anion and Republic, 
Oct® 7,1928, by Jane Stafford, p 0 87, 8 8 0  ;; -
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seven« They were interested in the military value during War 
but during peace they found pleasure and recognized the 
advantage of body development by hard swimming« In Sparta3 

learning to swim held a prominent place in the daily ac
tivities and men who performed great' feats in the water 
were honored by noblemen andkingSo The Grecian Hermine ; : 
Games included swimming contestSo

' The Romans taught swimming to boys for a different 
purposes They insisted on supreme military power0 Armies 
trained to swim expertly crossed rivers5 moats and harbours 
with comparative ease and surprise' to the: enemyv ; They . ,
trained:in the water. fully dressed in armor and/laden down ; 
with weapons and supplies. The strokes- may - havefbeen oopied 
from" the Assyrians because it resembled that of early man«
/tu. - t ■ y: 4 ';:U - t ’According to H . S = Ulen and G» Larcons Jr,, • the-Roman coin 
AbydoSj 1 9 3  A.D,, is one of our best sources by which to 
study their style. Leander is pictured swimming the Helles
pont, Sis position: suggests that there had been considerable 
impro vement over . the centuries. The head . is held high above 
water; the legs thrash up and down,, and the arms alternately, 
clear the water for a reach and pull, <‘:"U 'V

The Breast Stroke, For the most part, civilizations 
in Europe lost this art during the Middle Ages, The over-arm 
stroke of pre-historic origin did not return until the

, ' &  , . G , j 'and Larcon, G , 1 r, „. The Complete , : i ’
Swimmer , : (New York:; Macmillan Company s 1939") s p, 2-3,



nineteenth century „ Swimming was not non-= exist ant 8 however 0 
A less exhausting and endurance type style developed= 'Today - 
these are•reetignized as the side stroke and breast stroke»
Most of our repords come from countries that were interested 
in the sea for trading, war and exploring. British lit era- ; 
tmre contains references to unbelievable'exploits of Beowulf= 
The/Scandinavians using this breast stroke carried equipment 
and ■propelled' rafts through the icy seas of the North e The :. 
Vikings:in their small craft pluhdered the coast of France 
in what' we" call command© raids. There was little thought 
during -the. "pen led , of swimming as an art, " r' /

"- - The Modern Crawlo. The British" were perhaps the first 
in Modern European .civilization to develop the activity. vAiich 
they 'called" "swimmin" during the Nineteenth Century 0 Their 
primary/contribution at the time'was ah interest in it as 
a spq&t§ /Styles chahged very little 3 but pbpular: interest 
increased 'greatly, Duri ng the -lull"in deyelopment of ' ‘ 
strokesg some interested individuals turned to Aborigines . /
tribes/pf' South Africa and America« They noted that these 
people used a totally strange method. It was the same as 
the: ancient stroke of Assyria, ;Indeed 3 they probably ' " ̂ : 
developed it by the same process. Two American Indians ■ 
were shipped to England for a demonstration in 1SS4, The •' . ‘ 
results were shocking for the National Swimming Society of /' 
England, and their spokesman? S account reads: /

..Their style of swimming is. totally un-Europe an; . . . .
/ ■ . ' thrashing the arms violently into the water like " / /

sails of a windmill and .beating downward with their 
'1 " 'feet 9 blomng withVforce ahd' forming grotesque "
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The English were astounded with this but they paid little 
heed t© it because at that- time they were concerned with ' ■
. longer distances 3 stamina s relaxation, and endurance♦ not 
short, exhausting strokes; fits of speed» It is not surpris
ing to learn that great distances were covered, long before V 

'' .1 :v ■ ; : 6 ' • ■ ■; ■ .fast times were made. Mathew Webb . holds the honor of being
the first to swim, the English Channel during August of 18751 
This event represents a climax for the popularity of the 
breast., stroke* - . ' ' t -
• At some time- about i87G2 J „ Trudgen who cialmed to

have acquired the stroke from Soutĥ  Africa, 'introduced a new 
approach to distance and speed swimming* It consisted of an
alternate over-arm -st rdke with aT shaiiow fro'gybreaststroke /
kick* Trudgen broke all. records for time and .distance* He '• 
undoubtedly did not introduce the complete stroke as he had 
seen it in South Africa ? The arm movement was the only . r 
Importah t change * - ' : ■ ; . :

It is generally accepted that-the progress in style 
for the -next fifty years was due to the findings of men who , 
studied the aborigines frOm such locations as South Afrie o . s  

North America5, West Africa and the South Pacific Islands*
Man grew curious of the various techniques because of the

, • Ulen 5 .H-o-̂S * 3 andgharconp Go, ibid*, p* 4 »
’ ' - - - ' / : ip. ' '■ ' - - - '  ̂ ' -- 'l/t" ' _ ■' ' ; . .■ •: M- Eiphuthj'-E:*; Jo H. , Swimming , The Barnes Dollar - - g " 
Sport s Library: (New 'Tofkp -’ A« S *: Barnes' and. Go * y > 1942- P* ■'';g; 
'1*, A; quotation ; by. F* Beaurepaire*. g '.' ; v ' l ' a : I.' -- ;'
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new motivation factorse To survival military prowess3 

recreation, endurance, was added competition in speed 
swimmingo Frederick Cavillj an English bom swimming enthu
siast j ventured with his six sons from iu&tralia irito the : 
South Sea So His family learned from the natives hot only 
the arm stroke as Trudgen hads but the thrashing leg action 
as well= Known-as the nsplash stroke” and later as the 
"Australian Crawl," this style was spread,by Cavill and his , 
sons throughout Hie world0 The results of this era were slow 
to reach the•United StateSo pur best swimmer of the timess 
19031 ' was <J0 Scott Leary, a West; Coast pupil of one of the 
Cavill sonse From him, Charlie Daniels s: a member of the New 
York Athletic Club brought the stroke Easts In 1907, one of 
swimming1 s most loved ;1,personalities, Duke Kahanamoka, landed 
in San Franc isco from Honolulu s He had not known of the ' 
Cavil Is or Trudgen,: the Duke! s teachers were the island 
natives p 1 ..-I';' ■■I ■'"'•k'--; -: . -v '

The new field of competitive swimming was paralleled 
in America and Europe ,by improvemeht s in the construction 
' of swimming poolso There were new methods of purifying the 
water in pools and improved health precautions, Many new 
activities were added to the sport ,• such as, racing3 ball 
games, diving, underwater swimming, spear fishing and surf 

riding. . .. . .. ' - .
... Improvement since 1915 is the re suit of exhaustive 

study made by swimming coaches o The Australian Crawl has' 
been -smoothed put into the American six-beat rhythmic style
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so popular world., over since Johnny Wei smaller was a sensation 
he re and in Japan . What Ame r ic an s hav e le arned .ha s come, from, 
the application of scientific methods applied to the study 
of swimmersV More accurate physical examinations give us 
knowledge of endurances muscular efficiency and the limita
tions of movements o Motion -and still pictures suggest better 
body positions 8 arm strokes and leg thrashes. The numerous 
educational institutions in America? with directors of 
swimming such as Edward T, Kennedy of Columbia University j 
Robert J, KiphUth of Yale University, Matthew-Mann of the ' 
University of;MiGhigan, and Michael Peppe. of Ohio State 
University, have been outstanding experimenters and critics 
for the-'benef it of swimmingo There have been important con
tributions from organizations such as the Rational Amateur 
Athletic Union, the Y,M,C,As, the private clubs and camps,
The American .Red Cross, the Armed Services of the United 
States and the men and women of the world who have been 
diligent pupils .and enthusiasts, . >

• ; : h i : ; THE : ART OF TEACH IMG ' ' -

Some common attributes of good teaching are presented 
here ̂ as an intrdduGtioh to what is expected of the teacher - 
of Beginner’s Swimming,:' They are: divided into three major ; 
divisions: (1 ) knowledge.of the subject, (2 ) knowledge of
the pupil, and (3 ) presentation of the material,

' 'Knowledge of the Sub.jectA teacher must know what , 
he teaches. This.may sound obviousHowever, it is not



always • pray tic ed o T h e  swimming field witnesses many incidents 
» in whiph .an individual who believes that he knows the field 
because he is confident in the water, takes it upon himself 
to teach others o The mechanics he teaches may be success
fully learned by his studento The, path will indeed be 
difficult for without thorough;knowledge, this instructor 
cannot .immediately recognize faults and signs of improvement« 
The re su it,is usua lly a self devel oped flpunder , practicai ; 
until it becomes habitual and lacking the correct fundamental 
movements so that the pupil may continue to improve = If 
this teaeher is unsuccessful, the results may be conclusive 
evidence to the pupil that he will never learn how to swim®
The earlier interest is changed to dislike and a later attempt 
is. more difficulto . Shallow knowledge indicates shallow 
t e a o ^ / '  ' ■

The historical development of strokes is of great 
value0 For instance, is the Shuman stroke" man \s natural 
adaptation to the water? If it is, perhaps it would be the ; 
easiest method of teaching beginners® Has it proven to be 
the mds t us eful as a background for racing, . recreat io n or ■; 
survival? 1 Here histdry tells us something about the future®
If an instructor assumes that a large percentage of his 
students will- eventually serve in the armed forces, he should ; 
include what the military experiences have"suggested in 
deciding answers to these quest ions® The content, of the 
course must consider what history has taught, together with 
the probable future for the students® It is a thread of



education for citizenshipo Otherwise s the experience would 
have no meaning for the individual in his societyo

A / teacher; who is thoroughly familiar with swimming ;; 
shoulh be convinced of its worth and, therefore <, enthusias
tically pursue bis responsibility as both a student and 
teacher of smmming0 True enthusiasm is understandable to 
' student So They appreciate- it and accept it better than they 
do hypocracyo To teach swimming' without liking it is a 
difficult and pars.doxical situation in which the objectives. 
of education are seldom realized b Student reaction may be 
boredom or antagonism^; Sincere enthusiasm cannot be expected 
to result from the lack of it® A thorough knowledge3 

happily .and corf idently 'prbseiited is more easily transferred 
to studentSo Teachers who are criticized for being engrossed 
in their work should not heed reproach if they demonstrate . 
sincerity/ .rt. v.. ■:'/•■■■ , v;.h.-yh '

Knowledge of the Pupilso If instructors are familiar 
with their field and confident of its value, they will like- : 
wise be .Interested: in their studentsQ There are some specific : 
physiological factors worth noting„ From the very beginning, 
a Medical report on each student will point out irregular ities 
which are important for the teacher to know0 . For instance, . 
experts agree tkat;a medical history of heart trouble does 
not necessarily mean that a student must never learn to 
swim0 Such cases should he investigated by consultatidn -/h".:; 
with the.Medical Service Department, Perhaps, this relaxed



recreation would be the only opportunity this student would 
ever have for .enjoying a sporto

Ih alert teacher looks' over his classes daily as they 
reporto Signs of an obvious malady or run down condition 
should be followed up by questioningo In instances of 
doubt. it is safer to excuse the student» There are some 
.obvious indications of general condition which can be noticed 
while individuals are in the water = Respiratory difficulty 
is indicated by heavy breathing and an extremely flushed 
face. after_ exereislngo If this should be accompanied by an 
unusual lack of accomplishment for that pupil <, it may in- 
dicate that he is coining do>m with some communicable disease«,
- is. • in very poor general physic al condition % or is o ver-exerting 
..himself o... Swimming, generally speakingmagnifies symptoms 
of poor health® Extreme fatigue, headaches, and fainting ; .
are not uncommon» . The instruetor should be prepared to spot 
these conditions and not allow the student to participate in 
the class o . "vi-.

Psychologically y: student s are; not matured adult So r:
This is an important aspect3 if.instructors are to establish 
.student rapport» Teachers are out of reach of -their students 
if they strive to make replicas of themselves* Also, they 
should not. in si st on developing those attributes which they 
feel- are lacking in themselves. Accept the college student 
as he is © His inquisitive, energetic, often radi cally immature 
. interests are normal o' They should be thought of. along with:' 
and not separate from those other attributes which teachers f



appraise as conducive to learning in their fieId» ' Teachers 
■.learn about student s from expe rienee= - If they mingle with 
their pupils, speaking to each one, asking questions,.dis-' y:
;cussing topics of their choice, they learn not only these 
broad characteristics, but often some specific information 
for added insight s \ -y; v:- ; - y-/. % % .y.;

y It is quite natural to subjectively classify students ■ 
into groups„ To catagorize is to organize thoughts about 
personalitieso There may be the brilliant, uncoordinated 
introvert, the inquisitive ponderer, and the friendly, qulet . 
pluggeri .This sort of dividing is not meant as an all- 
inclusive entity, it is only a guide in helping teachers to 
learn about their- pupils« : : \ i ■

■ & phys i cal educ at ion ins t rue to r is in a unique position 
to learn first-hand about student personalities1 The very : 
nature of his position is the foundation for mutual under
stand ing o Students respect and admire figures who have pre
sumably devoted their life to the sporting world. It is 
imperative:that swimming instructors build on this backgrounde 
They must know more about'their students than is necessary 
in teaching::other 'subjects because every case concerns the 
psychological iniquity of fright. One approaeh is to follow 
some procedures of the guidance counselor„ He refrains from 
Volunteering criticism or dogmatic conviction about matters. 
which are not related-to his fieldo He. should maintain an •; 
impersonal relationship which # 1 1 1  permit reflections and ' :
rephrasings of studentsf problems and attitudes. He may - 
'give requested facts for further consideration:, by the ptipil, y -



but he never accepts the responsibility for solving the : ^:
students * difficulties,, , - ‘

■ This approach is ̂ suggested as an added effort to be 
undertaken by the'instructor in addition to the normal 
ones expected of good teachers,. The results can be gratify
ing to the student ;if :hdsreceives> self-satisfaction from '• 
solving his own problems0 For the instructor, the students 
will know him personally and they, must build conf idence from 
this relationship< The teacher :1s vitally concerhed with, ■ 
the knowledge he has gained from his pupils* Teaching swim-;, 
ming by classes does not eliminate the personal approach„ ; •
A boy■who shows signs of constant worry learns socialization 
in class participation but extra of personal attention may 
be very necessary» ". Personalities;in the water are sensitive„ . 
If the instructor correctly judges pupils? needs, there 
should be no mistaking kindness for weakness3 inquisitiveness 
for ignorance, or discipline for arrogance. They -will enjoy 
the experience through the common medium of understandingo . •

Presentatloh.p The final appraisal of the subject ; , 
matter and pupils suggests techniques and methods for daily 
presentation. .It is Important that beginner?s swimming 
courses should progress from the simple to the more complex.:
M. Mann of the University of Michigan begins with the crawl
i : ' :: .i' 7 i'', g;: ;i i;; . . . ■ ■ ;;i :: ■ . iarm stroke movements.. Breathing control and leg thrashes.

^  -Mann, ;M.;3 and Fries 3 ' C = Go , Swimming Fundamentals ■
'(Mew York: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1940}s Chapter V,
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are then gradually' introduced separately <, 'The ■ iiiole cannot 
be experienced until its parts are habitually familiar« In 
spite of some current boasts suggesting a short-cut magic 
formula to learn to swim in a few easy lessons, there seems 
to be no substitution for patient^ continual practice in 
the water0; It is not a simple task to fit the skills together 
into a relaxing, coordinated stroke requiring total body con-, t 
trolo v;'-'-'v'- : v ' ; 'f" -v' - : '

Improvement results from the re cognition by the in- " 
st rue tor of faults and progress-which he must be able to 
point out clearly for the ■pupil =. As the student. gains :skill: . 
and confidenceg he progresses^ The method of trial and re
trial fixes the pat tern of accomplishment <,

■ This repetition can become diseouragi ng ;ibr those who 
do not realize improvement o They continually fall prey to 
fear and panic, the worst enemies of coordinated body con
trol* It is a dangerous threat to courage and continual 
effort* There are ins true tional procedures which help to , 
avoid this * The first ■ls--.-t0.1have;'--aany vary ing exercises which 
will feach the same.skillSo Apparent failure at one exercise 
does not necessarily Indicate failure through another approach0 

Students will try?:nev trays ■■ if: they suspect that it may help 
even just a little* They do not like to give in to their 
apprehension*
. The other technique which is used in conjunction with

the first is to have;; a full program, demanding continual 
concentration on the' exercises, regulations and class 
activity so- that students do not have time f or harmful' intro-
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s^eGtion= As' soon as it seems reasonable, an attempt to 
float should, be triedv Students- can 1 earn early to feel the 
sensation . of balance without land support =, Their, minds 
properly oceupied remain at e a s e ; ! . - . . . . ' ’ ■ . ; ■

Persuasion, if correctly used, is not a tool to force, 
so much as it is a cooperative endeavour by the instructor 
and student to overco%e the psychological barriers which 1  

.hinder progress * It must be carefully administered In situa
tions where the beginner ?,knowsw he can’t try» The moment to 
stop ins i sting is carefully calculated from his re action» 
Experience will tell an instructor when his pupils: are no . . 
longer receptive and further persuasion will form an antagon
istic separation between the student and the teacher. This .. ' ' 
is a point of climax in attitude which should be recognized 
by every instructor„ After attacking many major obstacles, 
pupils become men tally and physic ally tired« A break from, 
daily routine ̂ well earned, is of great advantage 0 . If' \

: .Occasional relaxation from the trials of work may be • 
a ^rough-house” water ball game, a lecture, a demdmstration • 
or an open discussion^ A .convenient time may. coincide with 
the academic examination schedule 0 It offers opportunity r : ' 
for the student to reorganize'his efforts and develop a closer 
personal association with his classmates and instructore

Of special interest is the use of exclamations for • 
teaching while students perform» There are slogans in the 
typical language df a swimming teacher thich the students ; "
should learn as an action rat he r than as:'a word o ’ 1 By indicat
ing temperament in the repetitidn of these phrases, confidence- '



may be transferred to the immediate situation3 fixing the 
impression, :The five words nyou?re all rights keep going" 
has been a blessing to. many unsure swimmers in deep water, " 
However, it requires careful, administration^ The student? s 
immediate reaction must indicate the next move by the 
teacher^ There is no- dependable or uniform rule as a guide 
except that if the swimmer continues to look desperate, 
assistance is a’dvisable; - if he relaxes and progresses more 
easily he is learning and experiencing accomplishment - ̂ 
rapidly. ; : -r % / r \

The last technique- is 'demonstration, Modern texts 
are full of pictures which are intended as means of giving .. 
demon st rat ion s. It is difficult to explain swimming tod 
pupils without showing ito Some: instructors who: am not 
accomplished^performers can use other swimmers and pictures 
to show the progression of learning and thereby establish 
more distinct objectives for the students. A good education- 
al process is Imitation, This teaching aid for those who are 
good performers is a great help :in building rapport0. Students 
are more confident if they can see the teacher .dowhat he r;
: tells- them; to do.i :: " - d v' ,

/ It is advisable to carefuliy outline a swimming 
courseo This is not a dogmatic,•timed schedule, but a guide 
which will insure inclusivene ss, prpportiOning of time and 
continuity of instruct iohv It is. an organizational guide 
allowing for student need.-- In swimining, it can effectively -
be used as a stop and go mechanism because advancement will 
'depend on previous accomplishment, .



. For this discussion^ a swimming outline will provide
formaximum time in the water and a minimum of periodic 
leetdres,; demonstrations and explanations P. is it proceeds 
from the simple to the complex, many alterriate exercises for 
learning each skill should be included» Only a minimum of 
/information abouh::the students is needed; they will prescribe 
by their progress and attitudes' its application,

-v 1 ; v'/ SAFEfY ; •. : . y : :1;' ■

The Heedo Physical educators everywhere are yitallyiy: 
concerned with. safety and personal healths Of foremost , : 
importance is the preservation of the body from mishap and 
disease as the result of vigorous physical activity0 There ; 
is also a definite educational opportunity to influence; 
habits and attitudes and to. present: facts related to individ-" 
ual and community health = 1 1

Swimming presents a unique, situation for all con- 
cernedo It may be present ed. with a quotation from Gharle s 
Bo Scully? former National Director of The An®rican Bed
Gross Water Safety Divisions; / - I - - 'i: 'i::t/:-i - ' '- f ifSp; ; ti

The minute a man stops swimming he will die«
With due recognition to th e rest of the pro gram? it - 

must be said that provision for safety is always most para
mount o Every administrator j instructor, and participant 
should accept its implications emphatically: if they wish to. 
provide a beneficial -swimming experie.nee = Once accepted,

■ 1 Scully3 G.B., Introductory Lecture to a group of
American Red Cross life Guard Trainees (unpublished, June
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then the 'whole program can be planned around safety!. There 
are many who say. that this : is unnecessary exaggeration =,
This type of shallow thinking around swimming areas is an 
invitation for death* Let us consider a few common causeSo 
First; man must learn how .to swim. It is a slow learning, 
process for him; and if he finds himself in deep water with 
no knowledge of the techniques; he cannot survive* without 
help . For those who can swim', there is the pbssibility of

. exhaustion; panic , cramp3- injury or attack from diseases.
Incidents do occur many times in the lifetime of one instruct
or = One life saved and continual prevention are well worth * 
every bit of effort put forth for insurance. i .

Eliminating Possibilities of Accident. An accepted
point of view of what to do in order to provide for -this is^. ■'
the idea of eliminating wherever possible an opportunity for
accident. Of considerable importance is the construction
and plan of the facilities. For purposes of this study, the
•material; presented is restricted to indoor swimming pools. :
A fine. .sOurce; for* . this is found in the .Department of
Health/Pegulafidns for the City of Hew York. A typical
requirement for city owned pools is: l

Eegulatlon 15: Design and const ruction features 1 
of pools. .All pools shall be constructed of ■
water-tight material, having a smooth surface3 without
cracks or open- joints«. = .Steps,: stairways or 
ladders for entering or leaving the pool shall 
be provided.and so designed and located that there 
shall be hot less than two -such exits, one at the 
shallow end and one at the deep end of the pool and 
they shall be'maintained so' as to be. safe, con
venient and easily cl eaned. f he: use of wooden stairs 

• ' or ladders;' is prohibited. „ .All pools shall have \
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(1 ) rounded corners (2 ) overflow gutters #iic!i shall 
•be of such design and construction as to facilitate 
cleanliness and safety5 and sloped to drain away . 
from the podio.'o 0 „Walls and pool area shall have a ' 
smooths impervious surface'that can be easily 
cleaned , • ' : , ; . ' ' '
These are only a few of the many pages of regulations

and suggestions for construction . and; maintenance which will
provide for a minimum number of accidents0 According to the
American Red: Crose, ; only aIsma 11 proportion of the many
thousands of bathing places in the eounfry even approach
such a standardo ,However, Indoor pools and tanks generally
present fewer problems than other areas because they are .
comparatively small, filled with clear water and more easily
supervised, Water accident ̂ prevention for pools is more a ;;
matter of the regulation and control of bathers than it is
of rescue, ; \h • - /;•; 1 1  " ;

The Instructor I The problem of supervision is the 
responsibility of the instruetor. He should accept full ' 
responsibility with the authority W  control the class accord
ing to the prescribed rules: and using his personal judgments 
arrived at from experience» - The common approach is the 
creation of an atmosphere of strict obedience, This . should 
be explained and discussed to the classes on the first 
meetingo By impersonal, confident and impressive remarks, v.

 ̂6 ity of Mew York Department of Health / Sanitary 
Code .and Regulations Governing the Construction and 
Operation of. Bathing Establishments  ̂1949*

•. •: '' l - , ' - 1  V b i ; ■■ i i  t  ; : ;  : ' 1  ■ ■ .. 'i;.;. ; The/American Red Cross , Lif e Saving and Water : ; 1
Safety, (Philadelphia: The Blakiston Co,s 1938), pT^S?, -



there should' be. left no doubt as to the importance of atten
tion to the instruotor and the pool regulations. The very 
first; instruetion for teachers 'in the Navy smmining program 
says- -, ■ ; , ■' . .. ■ ■' ■■ , . ' :
• Give all directions3 instruction and command in
■ ' a military manner, in a clear voices using few- and simple words 0rl ^

Some instructors accomplish this by immediately stating
the rules that are to be followed as of the first meeting.
No matter what the method} the important considerations in
clude strict obedience to the teacher5 his directions and . 
the rules as described^ s :: \ :■ ■ ' "

.-Initial. Regulations, Stated below- is a list ̂ compiled
for attention at the beginning of a course in beginner’s
swimming: ; -; - \ ; r ,- ;

' I, The whole class will report on time to the
pool deck. Late comers will not be permitted .

; v" to enter the. class, - - . '
20 Students mil be undressed3 carrying a towel 

■ and will go to the shower together when the 
signal is given, ' ' If

■ \ . 3 o After a thorough soap shower% they will .:
. -■f;- . ., report back to the instructor, . : f r ■ ■ " ;v;

4, - Under no circumstances will anyone enter the
water until the instructor gives his personal

■ / : : permission,
5, For all class periods5, the instructor will

: ' teach the whole class as a group, - -; -; - ;: ;> ■:
6 , He will point out carefUTly the areas of. vary- 
v;:xr;)ln̂ '':pdol depth and designat e -Viiat the limita- ,
f tiohs in area are for the class, ':
7 °  There will be mentioned' a' short list of ndoh? tst?

; ■ which will .include running, pushing, ducking,
■ splashing of others, spitting, clearing the nosep.' 

jumping in near others,•ahd.general horse-play.

0, .S, Navy, Aviation Training'Division f Op, cit
p, 6 8 , .
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S o The medieal requirement s. Vill be explained: Eaeh
student must report health irregularities for.

V r . possible dismissal from .elasso No one will be 
' . ; ‘ - allowed in the ' water ’ with - a communicable disease s

1 nasal or ear discharge 3 infection $ open abrasions 3
• sores or wearing a bandage»

9» The students must take a hot and cold shower \
- after the class, before dressing. .

; ' For indoor school swimming pools this list is sufficient 0
Its main purpose at the beginning of a new class is to provide 
for imme'diate safety from accident and the prevention of ;
diseaseo There are, however, other definite advantages for 
insisting on the attentive atmosphere towards swimming pro
cedure, The situation is-of considerable.advantage for the 
.teacher. With a cooperative class impressively indoctrina-_ 
ted 3- the - teacher can devote hist ime. and energies to drills 
and exercises with minimum loss< of time or diversion of 
thought while teaching pupils in : the water ® The pupils ...
also will consider their task more, seriously and pay, attem- ',
tion to direction and leadership^ -' ' . .. : ,1 .

There was no mention in the previous section about 
telling pupils of the dangers of the water. This is an
important. feature because the instructor is interested in
overcoming fear, not enphasizing it» By keeping their mind s ;. 
busy ,, away from apprehensive, fears, security and a good - 
learning situation are provided for simultaneously, -

Adding Student Responsibility, In terms of an educa
tional objective, the way is payed for an understanding of 
some desirable;.per sonal,health habits.. ; In taking a shower, ' 
the body is cleansed of dirt and germs which if carried- into

" ' ■. - ' : I'.- - ' : : •<= , I:" :d : . ■ . % V  .. . I  '
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the pool,, iflbuld lower the e£fectiTeness of a water purl- 
flcation system and thereby Inc rease the possibility of con- 
lamination^ The students are taught this facto They learn 
that dry feet prevent gungus infection8 respiratory disorders 
slow down efficiency, communicable diseases spread easily 
and that infectionmay endanger others as well as themselves® 
They may. begin to "realize that our restrictions are deter
mined by limitations in growth, stamina and ability®
;; , ' &S a: beginner gains experience, the safety and health
education factors change and increase® The first provisions

• for immediate safety should develop into habit» However., 
.there' is a growing need with increasing, swimming ability for* 
more rules® They are to be considered as imperative but not 
so - much as a result of author ity as of some experienced

; reasoning on the part of the"studehto; He should become more 
of a self-disciplinarian.hs: he learns to swim® It is true 
that at first he- fs over̂ cautiousi,; However, with deep water 
and confidence-, new situations, arise ® If the students 

/ enjoy their accomplishments*they may swim at other places 
and at other times® Before completing the course, they 
should be familiat with the following items:

* , : 1 o Recognize one? s own limitations in regard . - ■ f:
to stamina and attempt to increase the 
swimming distance only under supervision®

2® " Swim: clear of a diving or jumping" area, and : ;
look before you dive dr Jump yourself ® : y "y.-

: ':f;r *; 4^ into others as they may not be
1 accomplished swimmers either® -:, ; ■;

:: : 4® Know when to get* out of the water and rest;
: - if you are cold, tired or illQ f

, - ; - • 5® Avoid distance underwater swimming and keep
1 f.'J f f your eyes„open: under water■ as well as on top® .yf-
■ . 6® Know where the ladders and supports are in -

relation to your ability to swim®



. ; 7o Pay." immediate attention to instructors. . ;
80 Ask permission and aid for any new ventures =
9» The : body should be W o  roughly dry1 and the 
. head ■ covered before going outdoors after a 
.swim during cold weather»

10. Be careful to avoid floating objects used
:V for instruction. . .. .  ̂;

,11. Bo hot track dirt into the pool.
The 'individual who is re sponsible j then , is the . ■ 

instmetora He must not only know the rules for conducting' 
classes but his waterman ship, must be excellent« By water
manship is meant the sum total of his personality, know
ledge, experience and teaching ability in regard to water 
■ sports, programs and swimmers=. In spite of regulations and ■
. written rules, those dangerous situations which may be 
about to occur can be avoided many times beforehand by a . 
quick decision on the part of the teacher in charge. - Dr. / 7 
Ho Marshall Taylor of Jacksonville, Florida', says; ; -
V We want to make the layman realize that there :

are certain laws which, if unobserved, will 
; make the sports of swimming and-diving very

hazardous " t
This statement .is supported by the figures published

by the American' Red On©ss;o' Seyen thousand, five hundred
' , . . • • . ■. ■ b3. ■ ■ . -lives are lost annually by drowning„ .. .. ; ;

k ' G0HT1W0RARI .::Slllffl4lMG iETHOBS' AHfi: SKILLS / ■ : , . '

. f In selecting sources for the discussion of what is 
taught and how: it. is-taught, certain factors were considered

Taylor, Dr. HV Marshall, Report of the- American 
Medical Assoc iatio n Convent ion, 1931 (Beach and Pool, July,̂  
19311 P° ;312. - fpppk :

' 11 The American Red Gross, op. city Preface; p. 6.



which might insure usefulness for the Columbia College 
situation. It is recognized that there are; thousands of; 
swimming references, but there are not thousands which seem 
beneficial for this studyo The deciding factors are: (.1)
who the advocates are « their reputations and contributions; 
(2) the objectives of their teaching; (3) the age, maturity ' 
and mental characteristics of the student s involved, and 
(4) the available facilities. ;V;.

;: The Breast Stmke: vs. the Crawl Stroke. The earliest 
American teac hers of swimming were all greatly concerned With 
the:,breast stroke. For many years it was the only method Of 
learning which was given consideration in swimming. Even 
though other methods have evolved., there are those who , : 
recogniseygood points about the breast stroke to be used as 
a starting point.; The introduction of the elementary crawl 
has been the: cause of greatest concern. Some advocate, with 
success, that it should be taught from the beginning. This 
means that the acclimation, exercised to prepare f or swimming 
differ considerably from those which are preliminary for : the;: 
breast stroke. ; i v: ;:

, . ' 1 4  , ■: ■. ' :■ -.The Ivy League. : The first problem in developing an
outline is to decide Wiich approach or comb ination might be 
best suited for the Columbia College situation. The primary 
source for comparative material ,p'resented - herein is a canvas

' r-’-" * ' .. T i n ’ - '"l- ' V * ' • ■ / ' . ' ■ • V ' y ;y-: ;  - " ; y : - . y , -■ ■ ’ , ■ '  . ■' '- iyy: League -“-for purposes: of this study Consists of 
Yale University, Princeton Uniyersity, Dartmouth College,; ; . 
Harvard University, The U. S. Naval. Academy, The University : 
of Pennsylvania, and: Columbia University. " I.
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of other "Ivy League!$ schools* The interviewer took notes . 
from the swimming dihOOtors of the Ivy schools on: a check ' 
list* Figure IV" is an example of this list* Table I 
repre sents some of the results of the survey * The replies 
Should not be considered as mandatory procedure for two 
reasons: (1) The directors do not insist that their staff
follow any specific teaching pattern, (2) the material given 
is the opinion of the directors and is more inclusive than 
their programs o-. - ■ % - ’v. . . '

This table indicates that every director^ except; one, 
agrees that some definite time should be denoted to 
acclimation at the beginning of the course* They agree, 
also, that the first swimming position is dorsal * The means 
of propulsion vary according to the differences which are to
• follow * Four of the six prefer the breast stroke, and two 
prefer the dog paddle as a learning step for the elementary ; 
erawlo For a more complete understanding of the programs it' 
is necessary to:'explain them individually in more detail *

• ; »Ffs" Program* The student is taught all body posi
tions and movements for each skill on land before attempting 
them in the water„ t?Ft? belives that confidence in the 
ability to stay afloat is paramount and can be accomplished 
within the first, few hours,* He further suggest s„that 
learning the elementary backstroke by this method teaches 
balance, equilibrium, and relaxation, with a minimum of 
effort and anxiety* Thereby, the student learns a useful



. : ' FIGURE IV ; .;
A'SAMPLE OF THE CHECK,LIST FOLLOWED BY THE .INTERVIEWER,IN 

A. CANVASS OF SIX OT; L1AGU1 ;S^ DTREGTORS; ; '
lo. Institution '
.:2c, Required Smmming program? Yes Ho ,
3 o Required Swimming Test? Yes No : ;

a0 Under LOO yds., : ;
:,Ev' b« Over 100 yds0: '■ / - L ' .
4= Swimming Positions for Teste Dorsal . -
: V . Prone
5», General Approach? -

a» Breast Stroke 
L : : - V ;'v: bo Crawl Stroke.

■' ■ ’ ' .'Co. Other_____________
■■ Comments: ' - -O

; 6e, Specif ic\ Approach
' List Order of Presentation of Skills and Exercises

■ : l o  : • ov" V
2 o . i % E  .
3 ° • • ■ ' ' ' • '■ ' . -

; - 5o .. ' ' E ' - '' : ' E ' ■ - ' : ■

Comments: L i ,E . ., - , ̂ :'v ■  ̂■. ; ‘ i
Description of Exercises (follow order of Item 6); .■

i:
Comments: (inclnde devices, personal reactions 
. - ' such as attitude toward program,

facilities and teaching loads 4)
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M L E  I
A COMPARISOET OF THE, ’ FfNjDAHEEMTAL ,•APPROAOHES FOR 

TEACHING BEGINNERS• SSINMING AS SUGGESTED, 
BT SIX H I  LEAGUE milSGl.'SWIHEING DIRECTORS

M  - ' ' ^  'W " :
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F
G
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None
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© w
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CD

Order
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td-ocm i
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1 t o h5 Pu : pct P • H ’ f n
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O ■*5 ©i i?r* I . ■ 1 : -; l.

o

1 CD - ? ni
Present at ioni

.:i .i; 1 2 4 I 3
I None iNohe l None,

1 I None. $'2 /;|%#\/|None{
1 -1 None -I > : 2  - - | ] None

1
I : None S 2 I 3

None

None
None
None

None 
4

• ~ ~ 4 :

None
None

14
T!Nonen Indicates not mentioned 'in":the

4

interview I
■I-
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skill and enjoys it> The elementary backstroke is a pattern 
stroke that is taught step- by step without extra motions,

* - ■ - On the pool deck,, the student stands erect,; eight to 
ten inches from a vertical wall«> The feet should be spread 
three to four" inches and the arms held at the sides« The . - .
first posit ion IS obtained by folding the arms together against 
the small of the back, reaching for the elbows with each hand» 
The back is then arched until the top of the head touches 
the wall, keeping the legs/straight and the feet flat on / 
the flooto From this position, one foot at a time is 
pointed forward, a distance equal to its own length0 It is 
then returned to the original position and the other foot 
put -forwardo The 1 egs practice alternate shuffles from this,; 
position swinging from the hips. • : . / -

The f irst time a student is in the water, which should 
come up to his arm pits, facing the wall, he holds on to the
edge of the pool with his feet three or four inches from the
sideo Then, the back is arched until the ears afe under :■ ,
water, the arms and legs held straight. In this position/ 
the more bonyant will point their tpes. as the water supports / 
them. . The arms are then released from the wall and clasped 
behind the back as in the land drill.Slowly and easily, / 
the learned: l.eg/'motioh is /begun. / ./Sbme may tend to float and .' 
to assume a horizontal posit ion if the back is- well arched 
and the legs moved carefully. ' .- '// ' : /
/ / .  .After/f his skill is; acquired,j,;.■ the pupil,/Is taught an
appropriate arm stroke: which he will use with the same body 
position and leg exercise.. On land in the same arched 1 : /
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position as before, th® arms * instea<|- of folding in back, / . 
are taiigbt to be raised slowly up to the shoulder level, 
keeping the hands and'elbows close to the body» At this 
point the hands are placed perpendieular .to the body, 
palms down, as they .reach;outward and thrust; sharply down
ward in an arc and back to a straight position.at the sides® 
There is a pause after each stroke for a count of two®
This'skill is added to the foot shuffling in the water®
There is no need for timing the two exercises® The body 
is arched, the feet continually shuffle, while the arms
stroke and pause o •

The next lesson consists of developing the shuffle 
■into a flutter klcko The student lies dorsal on the deck, 
-arms at the sides, legs straight, toes pointed, body flat = 
From this position he kicks the legs alternately from the', 
hipSo The feet remain pointed and move as in the shuffle® ■ 
The arm movement learned earlier is now introdueedo In the 
water the flutter kick is practiced by having the student ? 
With his 'back to; the wall, arc h backward - until he can secure 
a hpld directly Over each shoulder, keeping the thumbs, out ® -h 
The body and legs are hrdu^at up to the surface to begin 
the flutter kick» The next step is to face the wall and u 
hold on until the feet are secured on it about two feet g 
below the hands, knees fogether inside the arms« On signal, 
the students let go with the hands and shove off Steadily 
to an extended arched body position,- the samb as learned \ 
.earliero While he still has momentum, he tries the kick ■ -



first and then the whole elementary backstroke» A partner ' 
stands behind him .and^assists after the initial push/ if 
'necessary, by supporting the middle of the upper back and 
the heado nFn suggests that this is a pleasant stroke for 
beginners and that they can swim three to four hundred 
yards in a comparatively short time. ; : .

The next lesson consists of learning the frog kick, 
which will later be synchronized to the. elementary backstroke 
arm motion= Seated on the edge of the pool, the student 
leans backward, hands held at the sides, legs straightened 
and together, eyes on the feet < On the count of none,w 
the legs bend at the knees until the legs are perpendicular 
to the thighs«, On "two the feet swing in a small arc -
back to the original position. The knees are held close  ̂. 
together throughout the exercise. To practice this in the 
water the same position on the Wall of the pool is used for 
the flutter kicko Instead of a full arch, however, the 'head 
is tilted forward in order for the pupil to watch his feet =
: Back on land, lying dorsal ©n the edge of the pool ' .
in such a imhner that the legs are over the edge up to the 
hips, the elementary arm stroke and the breast stroke kick 
are done together; the pull and forwaM slide of the arms . 
coordinated with t he retrieye and kick of the legs. After t ; 
each full stroke, there is a pause for two counts. In the 
water, the starting position is a dorsal shove-off to a '
'straight body position, first, and then the full stroke 
beginso For added support, a gallon can, Sealed and fastened 
to the waist by a webbed belt is often very helpful for the
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first few attempts„
: : - : ; . ; '  : ' . , :  - - , \ \  , :  ■: ■ ,  ■ , ' ?M : suggests;:that; the next logical stage; is to learn
to swim the side strokeo The rhythm and felaxation learned 
in the elementary backstroke are adapted to new arm and leg 
exercises o To learn the arm stroke j- the student stands 
erect with one arm down at the side, palm back, the other 
arm is extended straight above the shoulder, thumb forward.
On the count of ?!oneM. both elbows are bent so that the tip 
of the fingers meet just below the chin, palms faeing away" 
from the body, The upper arms remain in the or iginal posi
tion. On ntwo” they assume the starting position.

The scissor kick is taught on land by having the " 
student lie on his side, resting his head on an outstretched' 
arm. On Mone?! the knees bend^ the feet separate, so that the 
. top leg reaches forward, the t high perpendicular t o the .: 
body, and the bottom one is back as far as possible. On 
”twor the legs are driven sharply together, returning to V
the original position. To practice the arm and.leg exercises 
together , the arm bend and the separated leg .position are 
•assumed simultaneously on the f irst count. On the second, . 
the original position is attained for two counts of glide.

In the water, the leg kick is practiced holding on 
to the side of the pool, lying outstretched on the side, 
the bottom hand pressing against the wall about two feet 
below the surface,: and the: top hand holding the edge. A ; V: 
shove-off from the side of the pool will help the pupil to• ; 
Start the Whole stroke I:;' .Armd:;and'-;legs• bending and extend- : 
ing together. The eyes look up, the bottom ear remains in
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, v .' V : : v;. , ' \ \ /' _ ' ■ ■
The elementary back stroke is converted, to the side 

stroke and now it is eonverted to' the breast stroke for the 
next stage o The .leg kick is the same as- was taught for the 
elementary backstroke with the. frog kickc It is practiced 
on land, in a prone, positions arms outstretched, parallel 
to the bodyo The arm exereise is a circular movement above 
and to the.sides of the head* It is taught with the student 
standing erect^ about five iinches from the wallt The fingers 
touch the wall throughout the exercise and as the circle 
. begins j the elbows bend slightly to allow the palms to face . 
downward«, The upper arms are held on the same plane as the 
shoulders0 As the hands circle past the forehead they are 
flattehed and thrust upward0 ' Both exercises can:, be practiced 
together„ prone, on the pool deck» On "one/" the arms begin 
to circle outward and the legs are drawn up= : On "two" the 
arms thrust forward and the legs kick baekc This stretched. 
position is held for two counts, ' ‘

: In the water, .. the vkick ; is: p̂ racticed while in a . ;
prone position, holding onto the wall or by pushing a kick
ing board. The' arm motion is tried out standing up. When ' '
- the full stroke is attempted, a floating can is sometimes 
used for support" at the beginning. A p rone push =ef f ' ass is t s

in starting, . t:. : ;v.'': - :
,: There are four ma jor aspects of t his method, of
teaching swimming that are worth Special notep } ,

1. It is based on a simple progression system 
utilizing one type of coordination as the
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- student turns from the d or sal to t he pro ne -
• ' : positiono
20 ; There are no controlled breathing exercises =

, 3= The depth of the water is arm pit level„
' 4= Two devices are suggested; the flutter board, 

and the belted cam* :■ v
nGTsM Program* There is provided at this.school -

a beginners$ pool, thirty-five feet long, twenty-five feet 
wide: and three feet even depth» The f irst few days are 
spent in the water freely playing and doing numerous 
exercises designed t o he Ip the student become physically 
and mentally acclimated to the ;.water«. Among the many 
exercises are walking around the pool edge, wading with 
the class holding hands, splashing water upon the face, 
bobbing while holding.hands, and counting the fingers of a 
partner from under-water. During this initial stage flutter
kicking is practiced daily with the -class holding on to
the edge of the pool in prone position, Flutter boards are 
Introduced as soon as possible. This type of kicking prac
tice is also done in the dorsal position. The first stroke 
to. be learned is the elemental^ backstroke » :

Unlike. nF 1 s,r procedure, ,rG5? teaches the exercises 
exclusively in the water. The body position for the elem
entary backstroke is practiced with partner, support, The 
pupil lies back, fully arched, with the eyes looking up.
His partner supports him under the head and between the 
shouiders. The arms are held perpendicular to the sides 
to give the feeling of balance while the legs do the shuffling, 
motion described in the first method. As the kick becomes 
more effective, the supporting partner relaxes his lift .



slowly and moves backward across the pool. The ara movement• 
is'.introduced .'after considerable leg practice. It is the 
same motion as d.eseribed by nFM for this stroke.

For tbe next lessonj the f lutter, kick is applied to 
the prone shbve-off. This is introductory for the. dog- 
paddle. The arm action is practiced in standing position 
with a ninety degree bend at the waist. .It is described 
as pretending to dig in the sand.: The arms make short 
alternate digging pulls directly under the shoulders, hands 
vertical, and retrieving ©utstretched under the water. .
The whole stroke is begun by introducing each aspect in ;
this order; a prone push-off, glide,, flutter kicking, 
lifting the head^ and then, the arm pull. This is in turn 
an introductory stroke for the elementary crawl. The onlyu 
change is the ana movement. With a ninety, degree waist • 
bend, the initial posit 1  on is with one arm outstr,et.ched to 
the rear, palm up; the other in front of the forehead, -
straight, palm down. On signal, the arms swap positions 
by pulling the forward arm straight down and through the f g 
water and by lifting the rear arm put of the water and for
ward to full length, relaxed, elbow highest and bent slightly 
for the 1 if to Student s practice by walking across th e pool.' ; 
pulling themselves with their arms and letting their feet 
drag behind. After continual repetition, the student is 
encouraged to assume a more horizontal position until he 
can employ the flutter kick at first instantaneously, and 
later continuallyo . f;'. . w'vf • . " . . .



In summary? tills method Is characterised, by:
lo Exclusive use of the flutter kick for both

prone and dorsal swimming <,
2o Exclusive use of water exerciseso 

\ 3• The. use of the flutter board9 the only device 
mentioned^

?;H? sn Programo ; This general approach is to teach 
the breast stroke fundamentals o Unlike $,Gff, he prefers to 
introduce all the exercises on lande The beginning periods 
are devoted to acclimation to the water and include the 
same type of exercises as those advocated by nGo” The 
first swimming exercise introduced during the early classes 
is the frog kicko It is practiced in the dorsal position
with the legs extending over the pool edge. The standard
arm exercise is practiced in this same body position be
fore coordinating both together, Cadence is recommended 
to assist, the pupil in synchronizing the arm pull with the 
leg retrieve and the forward arm thrust with the kick. In 
the water9 the pupils practice use of the arms first. 
Introduced progressively is the dorsal push-off, glide* 
pull and stand; then the push-off5 glide^ kick; and finally 
the push-off ? glide 9 coordinated with the stroke.

After practicing the leg kick in the prone position 
on lands the arm stroke and the coordination of both for 
the breast stroke are practiced standing. With both hands 
extended together overhead9 one leg and the arm stroke work 
together. In the water the student wades across the pool', 
keeping the chin at water level as he moves the arms. The 
progression of exercises are: prone shove-off3 glides
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pull aad stand; prone shove-off3 glidey kick and stand;
prone shove-off; glide, coordinated stroke.

Some of the interesting points to recall about this
method are: ' ", ■

I. Devices are not employed=
'2o The kicking exercises are practiced more on

land then the arm skillso . . - :
3 o T&e arm exercises are practiced individually 

in the water more than- kicking.»

■.trjtgft program» Director teaches most of the ' ■
skills in the same order as ,fH .n Their methods differ 
considerably in some phases» First, the acclimation period 
at the outset includes the same exercises as nGn and trH«t!  ̂;
However, the students learn to overcome fear and enjoy 
their:'first attempts by playing in organized games« Atten
tion on the game is stressed« :W1 S has no danger of deep 
water because of a separate shallow pool uniformly three 
feet six inches deep, A  few examples are: water-polo with
no restrictions, prisoner (a ring is formed around one or 
more players who try to break through the circle while the : 
ring ©f players try to contain them within the circie) , : -
wading races, and pass (a straight line of students pass 
one of their classmates horizontally along the line)o

The skills of the elementary backstroke with the frog 
kick are practiced on lando The leg movement is taught 
differently from, the ©thefs • suggestedc . The starting position 
on land is a sitting one, leading back on the hands, with 
legs straight and toes pointed0 The knees are drawn up and
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outs, the feet remaining together for the first count» On 
,?twoi? the lower leg and feet reach out, the upper leg remains 
stillo On nthree:sfi the legs thrust back to the original 
positione Each exercise is then practiced in the water<> 
Kicking is conducted along the pool edge in dorsal positionc 
As soon as the students grasp this, they begin practicing it 
in the prone position also* Kicking boards are used as 
progress indie ates. .......

During each period at- least two skills are practiced« ■/ 
The students come out of the water if necessary for addi
tional land drill® The arms practice is done standing 
erecto In the water a partner supports, for the first 
attempts® The dorsal shove-off from a fully arched, stand
ing position, holding the pool-edge ascadvocated, by nFtf is - 
used to try out the"kick hofizontally, free from support ®
The arms alone are next tried and then the whole stroke is 
coordinated®

The prone breast stroke is taught in a similar pat
tern as that suggested by The land drill for the arms
is from a standing position, ninety degree waist bend; and 
for coordination, standing erect, one leg work ing with the 
arms® In the water, the prone shove-off, glide, kick; 
shove-off, glide, pull; shove-off, glide, coordinated 
stroke, are taught in that order® ' "

: Of special not e from, this method is ;
1® The different type of breast stroke kick taught®
2= The available shallow water are a ®

' --,5 ®\ The use of flutter hoards, the only device men
tioned® ' -

A® The emphasis on games as an introduction to
swimming®



- sn. Programo A complete descript ion for each type 
of program will be repetitious to some extents There are 
only a few differences between:this approach and that re
commended by !!Ion The acclimation period contains a few 
games but also specific exercises, such as, controlled 
breathing, dorsal and prone floats, .and jumping into shal
low water; these are emphaeizeda. Stricter attention to 
cadence and orders ere demanded throughout the program.

The arm exercises are drilled on land in a standing 
position, the leg drills from'a. sitting position over the 
edge of the poolo The frog kick resembles that of 
program and is emphasized on land and in the water more than 
the arm movements. All initial swimming attempts are: begun 
with a push-off and glide start. ̂ Partners are often used 
for support. A great deal of time' is devoted to repetition 
of the fundamental swimming movement s.- This includes kick
ing by holding the side of the pool in cadence for as long 
as fifteen minute periods. Physical conditioning as well 
as learning the skills is cousidered as very important.
In addition to. the elementary backstroke, and the breast 
stroke, the: side stroke is also taught. In this program 
it follows the breast stroke, unlike that suggested by 
“P.” : ; ' ■ - - ; . . ■ "■ /■■■ t v ;
' ' On land the starting; position fo r the arm drill is 

standing, erect with one arm raised above the shoulder. The 
head is tulhed” slightly towardthat arm-and -upward. - On 
"one" the outstretched arm pulls down, palm leading almost
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to the thigho At the same time the lower arm crosses the 
chest ? palm parallel to the chest = On iftwog $r the lower 
arm strokes sharply to its original position, palm down 
and the upper arm recovers to the outstretched position 
by bending the el bo Wj and turning the hand upward 8 thumb 
away from the body = The kick is introduced exactly in the 
same way as nFtt indieateso.

In the water5 the arm stroke is practiced standing 
with a ninety degree waist bend'in such a manner that the . 
extended arm will be underneath, the trunk turned slightly 
so that the upper shoulder will be out of water, and the 
side of the head lying on the extended arm underwater<, The 
:kick drill and.'ura?/stroke are introduced gradually. One 
arm at a time is coordinated;with the kick before attempt
ing the full stroke. The timing consists of the under arm 
fdward thrust, upper arm push, and kick together; glide for 
two counts and then under pull am, retrieve upper arm 
and legs together.

The special features for consideration are;
lo The militant atmosphere for conducting the 

classI .
20 The extended practice time for each drillQ
3o Conditioning is an important factor.
4o The order of presentation of the strokes.
5 o There is no mention of the use of devices.

"Eis'* Programo The pool facilities for W  indicate 
a few different methods of presentation. The skills taught 
and the order.of presentation are primarily the same as 
advocated by "G." The acclimation period consists of 
exercises similar to "G." The pool is deeper, averaging



four feets eight inches to five feety and therefore, care
ful consideration at first to physical and mental relaxation 
is vital<» The students have no land drill and begin kick
ing • from the start» flutter boards are used; instead a - 
pipe reiling is provided at water level inside the rim of 
the poolo The flutter is first practiced from a dorsal ' ;
positiong sitting against the wall, holding the rail with 
the hands over the shoulders,, The legs are outstretched 
parallel to the water levels with the toes pointed^ Later, 
fluttering is done outstretched^ back arched and head backe. 
The prone kicking position begins with elbows bent downward *" 
the head close to the railo In time, the arms are out
stretched and the pupils lie 'completely horizontal as they 
kick and learn breathing control <, , :

- The dorsal body position is introduced by having the 
students face the wall> holding the • rail w ith both hands ' :. 
untilthe feet are secured under the rail and inside the 
handso The hand hold is released: ahd slowly the student 
lies back to a full-arched poSitionv The elementary back- i 
stroke arm exercise is done from this position also« With 
suffic lent skill s the student can release his foothold and 
stroke» The flutter added after it is practiced in the ■ 
arched body position as.described by nFshuffle arid strok
ing together a ; I ; - - -

The prone exercises for-'the arms are taught the same 
as -prescribed by "G* and the procedure is similar} also»
The outcome hesired "is to swim the elementary crawl and 
elementary backstroke, both with a flutter kicko ; ■
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It is important to nptipe in summary:
l.o. That no land drill is advocated,
2= That the flutter kick is the only leg exercise 

employed, ' ,;
3 , ■ That the depth of the pool is about the same 

as the ideal depth according to nF . n

4, That the only device mentioned is the pipe rail
ing.

Survey Summary, There is no conclusive evidence 
that one procedure is preferable to another. Each director 
is confident in his program. There', are,- however, certain 
common aspects which are stated below;

1, Two of the three schools advocating the elem
entary backstroke with a flutter kick teach it 
in deeper water,

2, Every school which recommends the elementary 
backstroke with the frog kick progresses to the

' prone, breast stroke,
3= Only those directors who prefer the breast

stroke include the side stroke,
,4'o Of primary importance to the directors who ad

vocate the breast stroke approach is the-assur
ance of relaxation and endurance,

5, Every system proceeds from the simple to the more 
complex fundamentals.

Sources Prior to World War II, Before 19213 most 
sources advocated the teaching of the crawl stroke from the 
very beginning, Mann, University of Michigan swimming 
coach, is an enthusiastic and successful teacher by this 
method, &t the time that his book, "Swimming^ was written, 
cultivating a love for the art as a means of preserving 
one?s health through recreation in the water was a main

Mann, M, and Fries, 0, G,, op, oit., Prentice 
Hall, Inc,, 1940,



objective® His teaching method begins by emphasizing . 
relaxation as the key to swimming and proceeds to teach 
the crawl; arm stroke and breathing 3 the flutter kick r and 
then the coordinated stroke in this'drder.

-v; ■ . 7  it t .Howard S <, Ulen of Harvard University . advocated the 
progression from an acclimation period of ducking3 exhaling 
Under 'watery and- floatings the crawl a m  stroke and breath- 
ing control, the flutter kick and -the breathing control and 
then the whole stroke* Both Mann and Bleu Introduce the 
arm stroke and breathing coordination oh land prior to enter 
ing the: water* y-' - '. ': '
''V i / ■■ 17 ' 18The American Red Gross employs the wBrihk-.Method1?
to. all levels of teaching * This method utilizes animal '
and fish names to acclimation and the swimming skills for
use with younger children * The important aspect for our
•purposeSViSr. that itf s ultimate goal is the crawl stroke
and that very careful, simple steps are suggested to reach
this goal* The progressions adyocated'are employed either
in part or entirely by many instructorso The phases aret
(1 ) physical and mental adjustment to the water , organized
games; (2 ) buoyancy, body, position, balance and relaxation,

7 : 7.: '-I.;': .7
Ulen, H . 5. and hare on , G *, op s cit s

h -̂7 American Red Cross, Instructor1 s Manual for 
Swimming and Diving Courses, Washington, -D , :C *, American
■Red':Br©sa5-.;-19f?t:7̂:.,:;̂  ̂ ^ t'-vl.".

- Gureton,' T*: H:*, op* cit* .
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jelly fish float,' prone and dorsal float, bobbing; (3 )
propulsive movements, prone glide, kick prone and dorsal .
glide, dorsal finning, prone dog paddle; and { k )  coordinated
stroking, elementary backstroke with finning arms and
fluttering legs and elementary crawl <> This system has
spread because of the publicity and training sponsored by

19
the American Red Cross and the Boy Scouts of America to 
thousands of camps, youth organizations and swimming resorts 
in Americao -■

Lo deBo Handley, another crawl enthusiast, says in
"Swimming and Watermanship;"

Results attained in teaching beginners to swim 
by means of the elementary crawl system have 
conclusively demonstrated its superiority oyer 
all other forms of preliminary instruction
During the 1930’s and early thousands of

articles appeared in the popular periodicals^. They per
tained to new mechanical devices such as water-wings, in
flated suits and harnesses, as well as new easy lessons 
for beginners o-

Perhaps the best scientific approach published during
this period is T. Ko Cureton?s "How to Teach Swimming and :

2 1 * ■
Divingo" There are very few sources which are as object- .

■*"9 Boy Scouts of America, Swimming Water Sports and 
Safety, New York: Boy Scouts of America,. 193S0

Handley,-Lo DeBo, Swimming and Watermanship,
New York: The Macmillan Co o, -1935 , p » 22o
, 21 . . ' . ■Cureton, To Ko, 0£« cit»



ive as this one» He discusses philosophies ̂ educational
objectivesmethods and college age students0 Unlike most„
authorities who are progmahistss Cureton attempts to apply
science to bis study> He has resolved a rotational testing
method #iich is his teaching plan, The acclimation period
is used to try out the.skills necessary to swim the crawl*
Jlfter completing five-lessons of jumping, ducking, kicking,
floating, and pulling, the whole procedure is repeated.from
the beginning until the student learns to swim comfortably*
In discussing this method he states: ’

The results of rotation at different speeds have 
j been studied* The amount of demonstration has been 

varied* Tutofs have W  the squad plan f
alternated with mass, method* Out of dll this 
testing, ■certain values have been discovered and 
the "Rotation Method" has. been evolved*
This system seems to bring the teaching of swimming-. 
closer to accepted educational theory and.. practice* ■

- Sources since 1941* During the recent war, a large 
percentage of the swimming authority population was utilised 
by the Armed Forces tb insure an adequate1 swimming program* 
Experimentation with war eonditlens and■ experienees ih= . 
dicated to these directors what methods were best suited 
and how they were to be taught* The crawl stroke was not 
selected in finai analysis as a;,- preferred stroke for sur
vival at sea * ■ The out stan ding so uf ce is "Swimming" pub-

_ 22 ikid. : . : / v :

U* S o Navy, Aviation Training Division, op* cit *
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lished for the Aviation Training Division of the United
States Navyo The book was formulated from the results of
polling hundreds of swimming authorities3 together with the
experiences derived; from having trained thousands of naval
aviation cadets* The. program is characterized by:

lc Strict military control of all classes, in
volving cadence » pool traffic patterns 3 and 
attention to the instructor*

. 2* The use of benches or. tables for land drill9
kicking boards, and a partner for. added 
water support *

3o. The prime requisite ■for the beginner was 
confidence in himself*

4 = A definite acclimation stage is followed
which includes such skills as ducking, breath- 
holding , opening eyes, exhaling, relaxing 
and the floating series, tuck, prone and ■ 
dorsal* .

5* The initial objective is to learn to stay
afloat for at least five, minutes by sculling, 
floating and treading*

6 0 The first stroke taught is the elementary back
stroke with the same frog kick as advocated 
by T,X$f: in the previous discussion*

7= The.remaining order of presentation of the 
strokes is: the breast stroke, the side
stroke and the elementary crawl*

The chapter on basic swimming instruction begins;
During the past decade, it was felt that one 
Should acquire proficiency, in swimming in order 
that he might enjoy the sport as a means of re
creation, and, in an emergency, might save his 
own life* Since no one stroke need be preferred, 
the fastest and the most modem was the popular 
choice *
But the war has altered the. needs and thus changed 

- the emphasis*. Versatility is to be desired, long 
distance strokes which make minimum demands have 
become musts, specific;skills to prepare one to 
meet specific dangers are now considered necessaryto everyone»***24

^  Uo S* .Navy,. Aviation Training Division, op* cit*, 
p* S7* " . '
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> This reversal of- opinion since the war is supported 
by many: authorities for teaching college age beginners*
The method of teaching varies enough to suggest that this
may be ah experimental stagea R= .J«, Kiphuth and So
Burke of YaleVUniversity believe that they have the simplest 
procedure«, ■ Described earlier as ”F?s,? program, they utilize 
a unique: land drill and a progression of learning which '
includes the side stroke as preliminary to the breast 
' : d/: :- - d-' : . : ■ ' 2̂ ':' ; V; ■ ■ h ::

stroke.o: : t}Baslc Swimming,their latest book, is a de
tailed photographic study of this methods :

One other source which represent s this modem trend 
is Jo Ao Torney9 s 99 Swimming oh- The land drill and water .: 
exercises are introduced by the same techniques as those 
of the Ifavy program<, The order of presentation is the same 
as that-of Kiphuth and Burke> , However, Torneyts program Is
more inclusive, as the following list indicates;
V: Jh:'-, ul^,The elementary backstroke with the frog kick»

' JI The, sMelstroke> : ;' 5 v - . . '"/v-'' -
- ^ r T h e ' hreast.': stroke/ô h h ̂ : ’ : :' : ■

' V;'-::4o - The dog paddleh v::.:; :
5«: The el ementary crawl 0 ■' -.. :

diving . - : ■ '  ^ - • ;

There is little disagreement in the literature as 
to how this Skill is taught« It is a comparatively simple : 
technique which requires Of-the. student more coufage and

■ ̂ 5 Kiphuth, Ro Jo, and. Burke , .H<> Mo, Basle Swimming, 
New Haven;, Tale University Press, '1956= u

' 26. " • . V ' ' " ' . , ' ■  ̂ . - ■ / - N-'..• ' ' - ' ■Torney, J» A», Swimming „ New York; Mc.Graw Book 
G O o ,  1 9 ^ 0  ■ . . . ,:7 ^ — ' • ; : h - ' .  ■
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confidence than athletic ability „ For this reason mny
teach diving in the earliest stages as a step in'acclima-

27
tiono To K= Cureton advocates jumping as a preliminary
step to diving which shall be taught the first lessono 

28 29 30
Kiphuth,. Mann3 and Kennedy introduce diving only
after the swimming skills are learned well enough for the 
student to swim confidently in deep water areas=

The initial starting position is sitting on the 
edge of the pools lower legs down* arms outstretched together 
over the head in such a manner as to squeeze the ears be
tween the arms. The only movement necessary is to bend at 
the waist as far as possible = Continued bending which 
forces the hands toward the water eventually results in a 
dive* The sueceeding steps involve the same exercise 
kneeling, first on both knees, then on one , and finally, 
standing. In the standing position, the waist bend is 
emphasized and the legs must be kept straight<> One leg can 
be drawn backward while balancing on the other in order to 
give the student a start toward the water„ In time, with 
repeated practice, the student learns to push with his feet 
just before they leave the deck of the pool« Once under
water, the natural tendency is to lift the head. This 
causes surfacing which in turn is aided by a leg kick or 
an arm pull.
■ ■ '27- ■' - - . ' " -• -• Gureton, T o K> , O£ 0 cit °

^  Kiphuth, Ro Jo, and Burke, Ho Ho, op. cit 0 
^  Mann, Mo and Fries, C. Co, opo city
^  Kennedy, S= T«, 1950 Columbia College Swimming 

Program ; -
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A TEACHING OUTLINE - FOR INSTRUCTORS IN BEGINNERS S SWIMMING 
AT COLUMBIA COLLEGE

- . SELECTION'OF MATERIAL : -;,.7 v ' ' '

The raateii.al in this outline; is chosen hy the author 
according to the following:. . - ; •
’ : 10 Wartime and post-war proposals are of vital

: ' importance to stndent ŝ, 7 - - - :-2o The Golimbia College Facilities are more
adaptable to programs which mtilize deeper L 
watero ■ _ : '

3 o The programs with objectives designed to •
- provide for survivalj, enjoyable recreation

and personal health> rather than competition -' : 
and speed are more acceptable = '•

4e The programs Milch involve the simplest 
skills and progressions are most desirable 

; . - - for teaching Columbia College students«,

' . OUTLINE STRUCTURE '' .

" ; The outline form is taken from that presently in
use by the Department of Physical Education at Columbia 
College<, It was developed by T» Bo Kirkpatrick and '
adapted as a point of departure for instructorse . For thos e 
who are .' experienced, it is a reminder of the scope of the 
program! for others, ft serves as a more detailed 'analysis e

■ V- - • ' J. ' ' ' ' ■ .. . ; .
Kirkpatricks To Bo, Former Chairmn of the Depart

ment of Physical Education at .Columbia College o
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THE 'OUTLINE 

SWIMMING I

1= History
A» Brief Evolution

It is believed that man has always swum.. The 
earliest written records of swimmers created in 9000 B.C. 
in the Libyan desert wall carvings of Wadi Sori indicate 
that the first style of swimming was a thrashing; .over-arm, 
crude crawl stroke. It was used by the early Assyrians % 
the Greeks and the armies of the Roman Empire .

During the. Middle Ages, the crawl seems to have been 
forgotten. In its place; the less ambitious side stroke and 
breast stroke were created. The Vikings were masters of • " 
this style and stories of their plunderings in the icy ; 
seas of the North are unbelievable. The British were/ 
perhaps; the first of this period to recognize the recrea
tional values of swimming and they introduced endurance 
competition. In IB?.5 Matthew Webb swam the English Channel 
using the breast stroke.

In 1926 Gertrude Ederle followed the same course 
seven hours faster. She used the crawl stroke. This epoch- 
making span of fifty years includes the re-introduction of 
the stroke of early 0 ivilizatiens which was learned from 
the aborigine tribes of the South'Seas. The transition 
steps were: the breast stroke^ the over-arm with a breast 
stroke kick3 the trudgen with a scissor kick? the Australian 
crawl with an uncoordinated straight leg thrash; and the



rhythmic six-beat- American Crawl0

11= v.At CGltimbik
A« Educational Values 

" Because of impending military service/ most under
graduates recognize' the' importance of knowing how to swinu i 
Brof ic iency is- the best, self-lifeguard = V

Columbia alumni report that water sports are their . f 
most popular athletic activitieso ' Hot only is swimming 
;'re.laxing; fecreatibn^fo^r'the ̂ mens hut it is enjoyed by1 all:; \ 
types of social: groups and inst itutionSe . New York8 s beaches 
draw thousands of families daily for sailing, fishing, surf 
bathing, and picnicking^ It is the swimming staff ?s res-:' - 
ponsibility to start those who. are late in- learning .to swim 
'safely and enjoyably= - " '
’ ; . fin terms of other objectives, instructors are con-
'-eerued with the; development of the whole student = L a s t ... :;
:ing self-confidence, strengthened security and deep grat
ification are personality outcomes -which should accompany 
progress6 The physical growth resulting from new body f  f  
coordinations, strength and skills, is beyond comparison=. 
f;; .f: -B = Thê  Recyiirement ’

The Faculty Committee • on Instruction in recogniz ing 
the need has agreed upon a required swimming test ttoleh 
must be passed by every undergraduate befpre he may receive 
his degreeo . The test consists of: . ■ ' . :•

1= Jumping or diving into deep water= ’ ' •
2 o Swimming fifty yards, using any stroke - other - ■

than a backstroke = .
3 o Swimming twenty-five yards on the back = ,
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This test is given t©- all Freshmen the first week of
the fall semester0 The students wh©/fail are automatically
assigned to the Swimming I course I

II1« Safety . ' : :
m  The purpose of safety and health regulations are's

1=, To" provide for ; imoB diate protection,
2V To teach correct health and safety .procedures®
3o To provide for more effective teaching con- V:

7 ' ; .ditions® -' \ t - ' :- - t ,
Bo Regulations for Instructors '

lo Classes are strictly controlled in an at ten- .
tive atmosphere:«,

20 Violations, of regulations demand disciplinary 
action 11: 1': : ;'77;;7 vi ■ 'i:::7:'

3 = Part of the first class meeting will he de
voted to an explanation of personal conducto 
It will include a discussion of the follow- 

' ing.t 1 : > ..
' - a® Classes will report oh:time0 Tardy stud- -■ . 1 •
. : , ents will not he permitted to participate »

.:7y : ' - Y b o  Students will be undressed, carrying a
towel and will shower together when the 

- t . 1 . v signal is given. '
- Co After a thorough soap shower they'will : :

7 : ' ': 7 ;;:- report back/to the instructor = :
d ® Under no circumstance will anyone ever

• ehter :the water without permission from
the instructoro I '

ec Glasses will work together in an orderly y" 'x :,;7< mauner.. 7: : ' ;  y" ’
y - f,o The construCtion .of the pool and designated

. swimming areas will be pointed out to the
students» ■' -v .

g® -Medical requirements will be explained»
This will include: personal report of
illness, excuses from class for illness, 
Infect ion ̂ abrasions , wearing of bandages,;.

7 and the danger:.of spreading communicable ;
■ y diseases® 7y . y .■.*;/ 7 .y7-y /; y.: ■ '

h® Introduction of a short list of trdontv sn 
• including running on the deck, pushing, 
ducking., jumping in near others, splashing

■ of others, clearing the nose , and the taking
- ;-v;. . of towels or other objects into the pool®

■ I® Studerits Will take a shower at the close of:;
the period® '



h *  When progress indicates that a student may venture 
; to the deeper swimming area, the following will 

be discussed;
a0 Recognition of one’s limitations in regard to 

stamina and proficiency and to judge proposed 
distances to swim accordingly0 

b<, Swimming clear of the diving and jumping area0 
Co Avoiding running into others, 
do Knowing when to get: out and rest, if cold, 

tired or ill,
e. Knowing where the exits and supports are in 

relation to one $ s swimming ability» 
f= Asking permission for new ventures, 
g o  Drying off carefully and covering the head 

before going outdoors during the winter, 
h. Keeping the eyes open to avoid floating 

objects o
IT., Teaching Procedure

Ao Relaxation
Considerable tia© , especially at the beginning of the 

course, is devoted to acclimation. The purpose of this 
period is to teach relaxation and to present some simple 
skills to be used later in swimming. It is the most im
portant section of the course because a student who learns 
to relax will quickly learn to swim. Many of the Columbia, 
non-swimmers are very afraid,. Some of them," in the past, 
for the first few lessons, were unable to speak because . 
they became so rigid in panic, Individual questioning may 
reveal the cause to be an unfortunate earlier accident or 
an aspect of character which the instructor will be inter
ested to know. Everyone must learn to relax first.

Bo Methods of Instruction
1, The wcl ass method” is used with individual at ten- 

r tion.vtiiere indicated, - - :
2, The major aspects of learning are divided into 

six divisions; ;
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. vy 'V;:. Bo aeblimatioia .. y;- -::
/''' . : y Id » body balance ami position y y y ' ' ■

V Co leg movemeats ."‘ by- " ' • ■ ' y.;yy; -
do arm movements ' ' _
ec breath control ' .
fb coordination

3 o Exercises are presented in a logical, progressive 
: y y order from the simple to the. more complex,, '

:: 4o Wherever possible,, alternate exercises for one
; • skill should be employed to avoid learning
yy': ■ plateaus and to withold interest» ;

5<. Body positions, exercises, and timing will be 
• presented on land first, wherever necessary as :

■ indicated in this outline =
6o The general approach to swimming will be: y b

y a» elementary backst roke --flutter kick
b bo elementary backstroke—=frog kick :
yyb b Co breast stroke .b ; :

do side stroke (optionals depending on progress)
7o Improvement will depend on continual practice«

This requires simple and understandable correction, 
of faults as they-occur, and recognition of prog- b b y b b ' b  resso :y b' " y. "■ y.-’y b 'Bo No -pupil will be forced to participate in an - : y: v 
aetivity orbexercisey, . Instead) indireet group 
inf luence and the instructor Is assurance shbuld 

: . assist him in building up courage =
.Co Confidence y b  - - b  ;

To most of these students, learning to swim is a 
difficult job s;:: :lnst:ructors must realize that those beys 
are: sen:sitiyo to >new, insecure situations^ However p nothing 
is to -be gained by emphasizing it to the elasseso The work 
should be ■planned so that their minds and bodies are busy 
with so m simple band enjoyable things to do thatthey 
acquire confidence rather than continually test it = This 
technique of presentation does not inel ude time for encour
aging students to trust'•themselves, but it does include 
building self-confidence, as the result of doing» Reflection 
lollows participation^; : .y; r . ;;‘:yb.. - b ;y ;
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Y o  Teaching Fundamentals 
A o  Acclimation 

lo Wading
a0 class holds hands^ circle the area.

2o Breathing ;
Bo water at chin level, hands on hips, feet spread 

slightly, inhale, submerge face, hold« 
bo inhale through the mouth, submerge head, 

exhale through the mouth and nose<=
Co inhale, submerge, open eyes, hold*

- do perform combinations of 1 and 2«
3-o Floating

a« tuck float--'waist bend until water is at chin 
level, hands hanging in front, inhale, slump 
forward on chest, tuck knees to chest, hands 
grasp the knees, head down, hold until floating<, 

bo prone float--waist bend until water is at chin 
level, arms outstretched together on top of 
water, inhale, head down between arms, push 
from.bottom to horizontal stretched body 
position, hold* • ... ' 1 ,..

c o' dorsal float —  standing, water at arm pit level, 
arms perpendicular to sides at water level,,;.. , 
inhale, assume complete arch, partner supports 
head and shoulderhold = 

do dorsal rail float^-face wall, hold with both 
hands until feet are securely tucked under 
rail inside of hands, feet hold, lie back to 

; fully arched position:, •arms outstretched per
pendicular to shoulders, Inhale, release feet; 
hold, use partner support«'

4o Games ' ■
ao water polo-— divide class in half, toss ball in 

the center of area, scramble until one team ' 
touches opponent ̂ sgoal with the ballc 

bo prisoner— class foims'a circle holding hands 
while two or more pupils .in the center try fo 
break through circle> _ „ . .

Co races-— wading, horse and ridfer, horse and 
carriage (one student drags another by the 
feet)

d<, pass--the students pass one class member 
horizontally in a circle, 

eo human tug-of-war— two teams, interlocked wrists, 
f, dodge ball— class forms a circle and. by hitting 

those in the center with the ball eliminates 
them,

B, Elementary Backstroke— Flutter Kick 
1, Land Drill
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a. The leg exercise»
(1) body positien: sitting on pool edge, lean

ing back on arms, legs and trunk in straight 
line, ankles straight, toes pointed,,

(2) exercise; alternate leg raises from the hips«
b« The arm pull-=no land drill
Co The coordinated :stroke--no land drill>

2p Water Drill
a0 The leg exercise. . -

(1) body positions; progress from dorsal posi
tion holding the rail, to the dorsal float, 
and to the dorsal rail 'float«

(2) exercise--same as on land„
bo The arm pull .

(1) body position; progress from standing 
erect, arms at sides, to dorsal float, 
and to dorsal rail float =

(2) exercise--in cadence, on "one" slowly draw 
the hands up the body to shoulder level, . 
keeping arms close to sides; on "two" turn 
palms toward feet and sharply sweep an are

- vy perpendicular to the sides and back to the
original position.

c. Coordinated stroke 
y . . (1) body:position— progress from standing

fully arched, to dorsal float, to dorsal 
. rail floato :

(2h exercise— progress from shuffling along the 
bottom to horizontal alternate leg kicking 
and stroking.

'3 o Common Faults
a. Arm recoveries are too sharp.
bo The hips are below the feet, no real arch.
■Co The feet are perpendicular to the lower-lego
do Pupils thrash when not successful at first.
e. Their bodies are rigid. .
f. The arms recover out of water forcing the 

head under.
g. Pupils hold the breath throughout each exercise.

Co Elementary; Backstroke--Frog Kick
I. Land Drill ;.

a. Unlike the other stroke, all the exercises are 
practiced on land first. However, the body 
position remains the same except that the arms 
are at the sides.



(1) le.g exercise: in ;eadenoe1 on "one$!..bend the
knees slowly so that the lower-legs are per
pendicular to the thigh; on "two" sweep an

i arc with the feet, out and back to the '• 
original position̂ ; the knees remain together

(2) arm' exercise: ' the same as used before = '
(3) coordinated stroke; exercise: in cadence,

oh "one," draw the lower-legs under and 
slide the hands to shoulder 1 evel; on "two 
sweep the arms and- kick- back to the original 
position^ hold for two counts o  ̂;

^2g;Water -'Brill' : : :
y.• a» the Ingepted breast stroke kick, arm-pull and 
d coordinated stroke exercises are practiced 
- in a progression of body positions from the 
- dorsal float to dorsal rail float = T • 3

3 o Common Faults : . ; ; ' ' .p.
a« The le gs draw under too suddenly:. / : v ;:'/ 

v b o The head ds not back in the water to the ears»
- Co There is no pause for glide and rest between \ 
‘"v stroke So ; ■ ; - ,

do The arm and leg retrieves are away from the

The' Breast Stroke' . : - ■ . y V ' '  v ;
'"li.: Land Drill \ , - ' ' y 3, v/;-- y 3

3.0 The iandrbody position . is lying prone on the 3
;:y 3::-.y''/''yPOdl-:'dsekV'nrms- outstretched in front of the . y

head,: hands flat, legs straight , toes3pbint ed, .
. v . head up* Every exercise is practiced from

this position« 3y: 3 3 ' y y'33, - y -'3,c (1) leg exercise: same frog kick as for elem-
...f : : y:; y.::;3Sntarg 'backstroked/yyy-: .3' ' y-" :v.:yy; ■

(2 ) arm exercise: turn thumbs down with the ,
.. backs of the hands together; pull an arc

3 :33 out and to the side in such a' manner that ;;
y ' : each hand completes'a half, circle Mien it

has ' reached the Aoulders, then , the hands 
turn under and thrust forward together to 

'v the; original position, palms down = 3 y
(3 ):. coprdinat ed st roke :y ■; in cadence , on "one" .

. -; ■ '3: , pull they arms and bend the knees, on. "two" ^
. y thrust the hands forward and kick;- hold .

■; : y.-3 :; for two countso ' . : ; 3,;:3y
2o .Water' Drill T ' : . 3." ; '' 33- : 3

a. Legs . , :y:iyŷ :..y:;v;. ■ • / ■" 33/^3
.(1) body position:" a-prlgreSsion from lyiiig^1-; 

prone, head up, :'h©ld±hg the rail with dhe 
hand, and pushing against the wall with



\ the ether about two feet under? to prone 
-: ' float* /: ■ V ,;
(2) exercise: same as on land*

: b» Arms ; ; ' ;; ;
(1) body positions: progressidn from standing

. . .. at chin level to prone float with; head up« : ,
(2) exercise: same as on land=

v :C 0 Coordinated Stroke ; ' ; .
: (1) body position; prone float with head up „

(2) exercise: . same as on land,
"G» Breath Control craro a u;-,

>' (1) head position: alwaysjup y
v c (2) exercise r inhale on pull of arms , exhale .- 

: ; ̂  -on forward thrust* ,
3 o Common Faults»' . Or i .i?

a* Body'sags into arch*-
bo Leg retrieye is too fast* ■ v7: ■ ̂ ■ :
Co Kick not completed so that legs achieve original 

■; ; positiono '■ V : ; , : ,
do There is no glide«

The Side Stroker . .; ' 7 ; V .
1, Land Drill .

a o Legs -- ■ . - ' -
(1'T body position: lying on the side:, under-arm 

, outstretched under the head, upper arm at 7 
sidej legs straight ,; toes pointed *

(2) exercise: in cadence, o n .nonen separate
. the legs and bend the knees: in such a manner 
as to have the forward thigh perpendieular 

, 7 to the trunk and lower-leg parallel with
the trunk; the rear leg should be way back;

7 ■ on "two" thrust the legs sharply and directly 
to the original position, hold for two 

: 7 7 7 . countSo...... .- 7 y/ 7 7/ 7 7 7 \ ^ . 7 7/.:' "'7
bo Armsj" .. 7 ■ : 0 7 ' V7;: 7, ’ 7 ' .7. '/'-V

(1 ) body pos it ion: standing so that the water 
: 7, covers one shoulder, the arm from that •

shoulder is .fully extended forward, palm 
" down, the other aim is outstretched to the V'"; 

rear a t 7water level, palm down;7 the head . ' 
is turned toward the upper ana and the 7
eyes look back, one ear is under„

(2 ) exercise: in cadence, on "one" the.outstretched 
7 , arm pulls back across the-chest, palms lead

ing; the other slides up across the' trimk,



palm down; on ntwotf the under-arm slides 
to the original .position, palm down; the 
upper arm pushes to its original position,

■ palm leading”cv Coordinated Stroke :.V:
(1 ) body position;prone float, head turned 
to; one side, body turned to side as exercise 
begins=
(2 ) exercise; in cadence, on T!one,$t spread 
the legs, pull under-am, slide upper-arm; 
on i$two^ squeeze kick the legs, slide upper- 
arm,- push' under-arm; hold for two counts.""

d® Breath Control; inhale on glide, exhale on 
under-arm pull= v

3 o Common Faults,,
a. Failure to hold a straight body line0 
bo Retrieving the legs sharply for the kicko 
Co Failing to turn the palm correctly during 

the stroke. 
do Wasted up and down motion* 
e* The legs fail to finish the kick by coming 

together with toes pointed*
F* The Dive \

1, The five body positions are progressions from 
sitting, kneeling,, kneeling bn one knee and 
one foot, standing feet together and standing 
with one foot in back of the other* In every 
position the arms are out stretched, thumbs 
locked together, and the head held tightly 
between the arms *.. . "v,

2* The exercise depends on holding the original 
position with the exception of■bending the 

. waist so that the hands point downward toward 
the bottom of the pool* The dive is executed 
by the pupil allowing himself to fall*

3* The breath is controlled by inhaling when the 
fall starts and not exhaling until reaching 
the surface *

4* To recover, the head is turned upward sharply, 
the feet kick, and the arms sweep down and to 
the sides*
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vig-1'!':'' Orientation of Instructors® During the annual fall 
meeting of the swimming staff, copies of the outline should 
be distributed® After the instructors have read them, the 
author may discuss any que st ions and ask for. recorumen dations 
,':Ih any case , certain point's' should be stressed® :

How the outline was devised® This will include men- 
hi on of the objectives of the course® The physical outcomes 

:.desired will be insured if all the progressions are followed 
The psychological- ones are equally important, and are indiGa
ted by the students* habits, attitudes and knowledge®

The acclimation period designed to allow time for



physical and mental adaptation as well as preparation for 
"swimming strokes is considered vital to the success 'of the 
program<,' It should be emphasized that assuming a horizontal 
floating position as soon as possible is re.commendedo The 
use of games throughout the program as well as during this 
period is an attack on the psychological barriers and a 
provision for developing the desired mental attitudes toward 
swimming» .
\ V In regard to the land drill/ instructors will find 
that if a body position is given before the exercises begin 3 
the pupils will be able to coordinate the movements easier = 
Demonstration and exercise in cadehee have been found very V. 
usefulo One of the main purposes of land exercise is to try 
out the body positions horizontally as well as to practice • 
the movements and coordination, ; .

Because of the deep water within the beginner1 s swim
ming area, devices are recommended-o Converted paint cans - 
attached to the waist are very good for teaching the correct 
body positions for the elementary backstroke and the breast 
stroke o Tubes which slide over the body are considered as - 
dangerous hazzards because they can: easily slip down to the 
feet, inverting the pupil<. Flutter boards formerly avail
able for only the Varsity and freshman teams,.may be used 
in beginners classes to practice the breast stroke kick or 
flutter.

Pool regulations are the only recommendations in 
the outline which are mandatory. Instructors should check 
with one another when changing classes so that the control



©f She pool is understood by the incoming teacher„ The in
structor on duty is in full charge, of the pool during his 
class periodSb . ' h '



. CHAPTER ¥'

\  S U W R I V - . :  - v -  ‘ : V :  ■

Certain educational concepts discussed In Cttapter I 
are of p r i m r y  importance in establishing - the objectives of 
,a Beginner’s Swimming Courseo First$ formal education is . . 
concerned with tW, growth of the whole individual 8 has mind, 
and bod y within society = S econd / = educ at ion i s am experienc e 
.in living vdiich.prspares the student for a keenly pro gres-v. 
:,sive and critically constructive role in society® Thirds 
its program shall be determined by the .needs of -a democratic v 

■ society > yb •.
; <,■ She objectives, of Columbia College are those of higher
.education generally as stated in the Report of the President Js

I/ : tt'/ "Commissibn on Higher Educatioh» The objectives of the
Department of Physical Education and, in turna Beginner? s
Swimming are logical adaptations» They include-physical • ■
development through exercise, psychological maturity through •
accomplishments knowledge and the development of desirable
attitudes; and soeialization through group experiences» ;

; Chapter II is a study of the .Columbia College Begins - 
:\herts\Swimming: s i t u a t i o n A d i s c u s s i o n  of the. neods, ob
jective s, faciiiti es, staff and requirements serves not only .

Report of President’ s Commission on Higher Educ
ations ogo cite 9 p» 9 =



as a study in itself", tut it indicates the problem more 
clearly« Of unique importance is the pool construction^  ̂
the responsibilities of the staff; the non-athletic 
eharacteristics of the students and the need for swimming 
profieiehcy o '■ ' ' ; ' ■ / r :

A comparison of the swimming • methods and skills ■ 
advocated by six Ivy league authorities; and discussion of 
the main ivritten sourceŝ  both: post and pre-World War -II ; : 
are presented in Chapter IIIi The most recent approaches 
for teaching college age students suggest the elementary :: 
backstroke with two types of kick 3 the breast stroke and : 
the. side stroke a / This; is a radical change from earlier • 
opinions which strongly favored' the crawl>

-The next section is the outline« Its structure is 
that recommended by the Department of Physleal Educ at ion 
at Columbia College» The selection of content based on ' 
the objectives of the programs the Columbia College admin
istrative provisionsthe popular; teaching techniques3 and 
the experience of the' author as a member of the department i

Suggest ions for Further Study« The quantity of 
material avai lable is p lent if u 1: Howe ver, s cient if ically 
eontrolled studies are scarceo -'There is a need for con-- :
trolled experimentation such as that done by Prederick-
:■ . ' 2 , , ' ' ■ . ' : d-.D.,', '
, Lenoune, the results of which would be. available to in-

Lenoune? Fo, "Marathon Swim Shows How Not to Dro>m 
Life Magazine, June 19$1, Po 32. ' V
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s true tors and enthusiastso The. swimming field for begin
ners can be divided into four parts:

lo The psychology of swimming; teacher personalities^ 
attitude barriers and assists, and student reac
tion to instructiono

2o Swimming Methods and Skills; comparisons of 
approaches, and trial of new ones*

3 o The kinesiology of swimming, the body5 s reaction 
to different exercises, and the demands of swim
ming on physical structure^

4o The use of facilities and mechanical devices; 
effects of pool depth on a teaching plan, con
struction provisions for health and safety, and 
the use of artificial supports.

Any one of these categories suggests many problems 
for careful research. Presented below is a suggested list 
which opens up the field for more critical comparisons.

: I. Swimming teacher personality types preferred by 
non-swimmers . y ' . : ^ :

2C Non-swimmers? attitudes toward swimming prior to 
and after instruction.

: 3o Favorable and unfavorable student reaction to
various types of swimming exercises.

4. A comparison of the dorsal body position with 
the prone for initial swimming.

5= The necessity for Controlled breathing instruction 
in teaching the elementary backstroke and breast, 
stroke.

6. A comparison of the dog-paddle and the side stroke 
as a preliminary skill for the breast stroke.

7. What method of retrieving the legs for the breast 
stroke kick is more successful; with open or 
closed kneesf

5. Effect of various beginner$s swimming exercises, 
on the vital organs of the body. -

' 9= What muscular development results from learning
to swim?
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1©* 4 comparisoia ©f - tKe pre'gress of two beginners 
classes given the same pro gram 3 one in water of 
five feet .minimum depth 8 the' other iia water of 
three feet minimum depth»

11c A study of the safety factors involved:in the 
• coBStruetion and installment of swimming pool 

diving hoards and platforms6
12c A Comparison of the progress of two beginners 

classes given the same program, one using cans, 
the'other using no supporting, devicese
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GLOSSARY

Approach— A proposed pattern for teaching „
Acclimation-^The mental and physical process of becoming 

accustomed to the water for purposes of swimming c
Australian Crawl— A stroke, face 'down, like the modern crawl 

but having one leg beat with each arm motion and 
considerable knee bend =

Beginner— A pupil who has very little3 if any, ability to 
swim-o -

Bobbing— Vertical up and down motion of the body so that the 
head goes completely under the water while down and 
completely out while upo

Body Balance*— Control of the body position in the water 
without hand supporto

Body Position— The position of the body on Wand or in the 
water0

Body Sag--Dorsal position bending at the hips; prone posi
tion, extreme arch o

Breast Stroke-— A prone position for swimming with an under
water simultaneous sweep of the arms, alternated with 
a frog leg kicko

Brink System— A system of beginner ’ s drills designed by Dr* 
Bo Do Brink, based oh the imitation of familiar 
objects*

Bouyaney— The capacity to float 0
Cramp— Involuntary tension spasm of a muscle*
Crawl— A'prone stroke in which an alternate ©ver-arm action 

is coordinated with a continual flutter kick* The 
face is in the water and turned to the side for 
controlled breathingo

Deep Water— Usually considered as any depth over a swimmer’s 
head.

Devices*— Mechanical aids used for artificial support of a 
beginnero' ,

Dive— To descend head first into the water with arms out
stretched overhead.
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Dog Paddle —  A simple fom of prone swimming with alternate
a m  and leg motions like a dog o The head is entirely 
above water*

Dorsal-Horizontal body posit ion $ lying on the back*
Dorsal Rail Hush■==of‘i--=Shove-off from a starting position^ 

-horizontal ? with the feet holding to rail by the 
toes»

Ducking— Pushing another swimmer underwater0
Elementary Backstroke Flutter--Same as Elementary Back

stroke- except the kick is an alternate up and down . ■ : thrash, .. 'v r
Elementary Back stroke--(Frog or Breast Stroke Kick) The

breast stroke performed on the back with a modified 
arm action in which the arms recover only as far as 
the shoulders*

Elementary Grawl--Sa®e as the Crawl except the head is en». 
f irely out of water,

Pinning--A circular motion of the hand 3 palms down, used
to maintain body balance and position in the water*

Float— Remain, motionless on the surface of the water without 
artificial, support* :.

Flutter Board— A board used to support the arms, head and 
chest while practicing kicking<>

Flutter Kick— A fast »• alternating up and down leg thrash 
from the hips3 leg relaxed at the knee and ankles*

Frog Kick— A simultaneous leg action used in the elementary 
.. backstroke and breast stroke which resembles the kick 

. , of a frog, ; . -
Glide— To progress forward without body movement,
Hip Action— Flexion and extension from the hip*
Human Stroke— Alternate name given to the dog paddle*
Kinesiology of Swimming— A study of muscular and mechanical 

action in swimming* '
Lane— The- dimension of a swimming pool by parallel straight
_ markers*
Lower-Arm--From the elbow to the hand, '
Lower Arm— In reference to body position; the lowermost arm.
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Lower-Leg-~From the knee to the toes<=
Lower Leg--In reference to the body positions3 the lowermost 

• lego
Modern Crawl~=The American type of six-beat9 rhythmic coor

dination of the flutter kick with the over-arm action„
Moh-Swimmer--Pupils who have never learned how to swim com- 

- fortably for at least 75 yards at one time0 ■
Overarm— A swimming stroke in which the arms alternately are 

retrieved out of water above the body and head.
Prone--Horizontal body position^ face down*
Propulsion— Forward movement in the water as a result of 

exercise* , \
Recreational Swimming-=Swimming for pleasure only*
Relaxation— The.laek of tension in flexation or extension 

of those muscles not necessary to perform an exer
cise*

Retrieve--The movements of the limbs of the body in pre- 
. paration for a propulsion stroke 3 thrash or push *

'Scissors.Kick--A motion of the legs in which they open and 
close with a scissor-like motion^ bending the knees 
for the retrieve * ,

Shallow Water--Usually considered as any depth in which a
swimmer can walk on the bottom while his head remains 
above water* : - ■ ' - 1 ' :

Shove-off--A push off of the side or bbttbm of the pool 
resulting in a horizontal glide* ' ;

Side St roke — A swimming stroke in which - alternat e arm pull 
is coordinated with a scissor kick3 lyong on the 

: ' side* / . ; .
Squeeze— The action in kicking of and bringing the legs 

together sharply to wedge the water out 0
St roke— The method or style of swimming *
Survival Swimming— Individual preservation of life due to 

an accident or mishap *
Swimming — The art of propulsion through the water by arm 

and leg action*
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Swimming Speeial 1sts— Swlming enthusiasts whose background 
training and profession are primarily concerned with 
„swimming0

Timing~-The coordination of arms, legs and or breathing.
Thrash==An up and down beat of the whole lego
Top Hand— In reference to body posit ion s the hand uppers 

mosto
Trained Swimming Instructors— Swimming instructors iiio are 

. not neeessarily swimming specialistso
Treading— Supporting the body in the water vertically<,
Trudgeon^—A swimming stroke having a double3 -alternate over 

arm motion? some body roll, and a modified scissor
kicko

Upper-Arm— From the elbow to the shoulder»
Upper Arm— In reference to the body3 the uppermost arm* 
Upper-leg— From the knee to the hip0
Upper L e g — = In reference to the body position, the upper- 

. most lego
Width of Kick— The distance measured from the heel of one

v, foot to the toe of the other or the angle of spread<,
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